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"'I'Jay lVill Ile Done." 
When all my days were bright, and life 
With radiant joy ancl hope was rife; 
And all I asked, ancl all I sought, 
As if on angel wing was brought: 
How easy then Thy power to own, 
And cheerful say, "Thy will be done." 
But-when Thy hand pre1.secl on me sore, 
With weight I never felt before ; 
When sorrow and affliction came, 
Ancl Death brought in a fearful claim, 
And took my best and dearest one, 
I could not say, "Thy will be done." 
'Tis hard to think that good can spring 
From such an evil, bitter thing; 
'Tis hard to think that it can be 
The ancient city of Tarsus, where the 
Apostle Paul was born, has a railroad. 
British capitalists arc constructing a rail-
way in Asia Minor, the first section of 
whieh, from l\fersina to Tarsus, has just 
been officially inaugurated. The opening 
of the road was made the occasion of a 
grand jubilee, in which the local offieials 
The hand of Love thus laid on me ; 
And hard to see my hopes o'erthrown, 
And yet to say, '"Thy will be clone." 
Thy heavenly grace Thou must impart, 
'fhy Spirit breathe upon this heart, 
And every quivering pulse must thrill 
With 'fhy soft whisper, "Peace, be still," 
Ere I can turn each weary moan 
Into the words, '"fhy will be done." 
I can but bring to Thee my grief, 
And cry, "Lord, help mine unbelief !" 
I can but at 'fhy footstool stay 
'Till 'fhou shalt teach my heart to say, 
With upward glance, and childlike tone, 
And patient trust, •• 'fhy will be done." 
heartily joined. A doze~ sh(!ep were 
sacrificed, there were religious benedic-
tions, speeches, and then a free excursion 
to the notabilities. Some Ar\t> dignita-
ries, however, would not trust lt-ieir Ii ves 
on the trai11, saying they would wait till 
they saw how the extraordinary English 
contrivance worked, 
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[Oration deli\ ·ered at the reunion of the Philologian Society, by W. A. BORUM.] 
Probabilities , ·s. PO!!i!iiihilities . 
The causes of succeas and failure in 
life are in one sense of the wod as va-
ried as there are human being, in the 
world. It is almost impossible to for-
mulate rules how in each case the one 
may be attained and the other obviated. 
The idea that the world owes every 
man a living is prevalent among mrn, 
and nst numbers hold to this claim for 
support, notwithstanding the infrequency 
ancl uncertainty of its dividend s. 
The Caucasian compared with other 
races may possess the notable character-
istic that unlike the others looking to the 
past and to the present, it looks to the 
future. But I am convinced that if the 
statement is made general, the view 
taken by the masses is entil'ely objec!ive. 
That is to say, the truths and realities to 
which they look forward shall result 
from the nature and relation of things. 
That they conceive plans that shall guide 
them for the present to the attainment of 
purposes in the future, cannot be affirmed ; 
and that they are content with present 
inconveniences and are willing now to 
struggle for what may be an adequate re-
ward in time to come, is a characteristic no 
race has ever known. And if this <lis-
tinctive quality which we claim as ours 
is purely objective, as I hold it is, as a 
general thing, it is detrimental to all our 
interests. 
Looking into the future at what may 
happen by the nature of things, relieves 
one of responsibility for subjective action. 
He is made a passive means rather than 
an acti re agent in whatever he becomes, , 
while he lives. This will carry him i11to 
a drift, floating along indefinitely, and 
just whatever opportunities his surround-
ings happe11 to afford him, he will take 
hold of, and nine chances in ten his life is 
a failure. 
This idea has suggested to me this 
theme for discussion : Probabilities vs. 
Possibilities. 
For our hypothesis we accept with 
some modification Lord Baco1.'s theory, 
that "The mould of every man's fortune 
is in his own hands," or as Pseudo- al-
lust has it, "Every one is the architect 
of his own fortune." But this denies 
Robert Owen's maxim, that "Man is a 
creature of circum tances"; for as Ham-
let said, "If circumstances lend me I 
will find where truth is hid"; and so 
may gigantic brains be dependent upon 
these conditions bdore they find their 
way into the secret apartments of honor 
and fame. 
Not every man whose name is absent 
from history's record has been kept hid-
den and unknown because he was an in-
ferior architect of his fortune and floated 
carelessly upon the title of probability. 
Circumstances did not lead him to hid-
den treasures, ambitious though for hon-
est fame, but finciing none he li,·c<l un-
blemished an<l died unknown. 
Nor can we accmlit to sagacity, wit 
and enterprise the achievements of every 
man whose memory is lo,·ed, whose fame 
is honored, and whose name is sung. 
W c will honor the great men for their 
greatness, and siug praises to the magna-
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nimity of their souls and the purity of 
their hearts--0 corruption, that would rob 
their memory of its glory ! But, patriots, 
honored dead, it cannot be sung that you 
were the architects of your greatness ; the 
circumstances that introduced you to 
public life and forced you i1;to promi-
nence, forbid. Had you been overlooked 
and another been chosen, your fame 
might now be his, and like his uow your 
name instead would be forgotten. Rather 
than the pages that make the nation's re-
cord, the sod would contain your virtues. 
Thus we modify our hypothesis, and 
make man's fortune dependent upon his 
own architecture, but governed by exter-
nal operations which he cannot control. 
There is no such thing ad chance mak-
ing a man's life great. " Chance is a 
word void of sense ; nothing can exist 
without a cause." But what is there 
upou which more dependence and hope is 
placed by men ? Still he bas yet to Ii ve 
who can testify to the worthiness of the 
trust. 
" Chance will not do the work-chan ce 
sends the breeze , 
But if the pilot slnmbcr at the helm 
'l'he very wind that warts ua toward the 
port 
)fay dash us on the shelves. '!'he steers-
man's part 
Is vigilance, blow it rough or smooth." 
Statesmen, warriors, heroes, favored 
by the breeze of happy circumstance, 
pro\'ed vigilant steersmen; they did not 
drift, but " steered their bark to E1·in's 
Isle, for Erin was their home." 
Not content to move in the beaten line 
of travel, with only the probabilities of 
lifo to enjoy, they aspired to a nobler ca-
reer, seeking possibilities attendant upon 
a life of aim and effort; and now the 
statue of theii- memories stan~s towering 
over the heads of the masses. 
Immortal and illustrious heroes, we 
revere your memory; your lives are ex-
amples to ou1· growing yea1·s; your at-
tainments are stimulants to nurture om•· 
ambition; your monuments, more lasting 
than bronze, are such legacies as we 
would leave our posterity. 
Victims of probability are many. 
The world is overwhelmingly made up 
of them. They crowd our cities ana the 
woods are full. Half-handed, narrow-
minded, short-sighted, bigoted, and fa-
natical-some lawyers, doctors, preach-
ers, merchants, farmers, "knights of la-
bor," fools, convicts, and paupers. 
They have been living in the world 
since its creation without adding one mite 
to its prosperity and progress. They 
have liYcd and died-lived and died' 
without giving thei1· posterity an oppor-
tunity to identify "their foot-prints in 
the sand." Their existence has been of 
indefinite action and aim. Early in life 
their carelessness of purpose swept them 
into the casual drift of " don't care," and 
like a chip floating upon the tide, they 
have been lost from sight. 
Masters of possibility are like '' angel 
visits." There is just here and there a 
dot upon the s~rface of this revolving 
globe that marks the last resting place of 
their bones. Their lives are written and 
read with the literature of all ages a~d 
nations ; their achievements are spread 
upon history's record; and the fact that 
they have lived in ~his world can never 
be forgotten. 
The probable and the ·possible are be-
fore us. The probable seem& to be ours 
bv natural inheritance, and it will come 
upon us unless we protest. The P?ssible 
• 
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we can attain by the liberal exercise of 
those virtues which constitute a true char-
acter. For "the world's a theatre, the 
earth a stage, which God and Nature do 
with actoi·s fill." It is for us to choose 
a part not dwarfed and cramped that we 
cannot grow, but one that becot'nes more 
and more prominent ae the play pro-
gresses, with each shifting scene wearing 
a habit more sparkling aud attractirn 
than the last, and finally when we must 
bid our adieu, leave some impressions for 
good-behind us. 
It takes a purpose and an aim in life 
for one to make his existence he1·e, felt 
among men. Here is the difference be-
tween the probable and the possible. The 
life of the one is a fire at random, the 
other aims at a mark and bits the centre 
as nearly as he can. It has been estimated 
that in battle among common soldiers, 
one bullet in four thousand does execn-
tion. In the war - between France and 
Germany in 1870 and 1871, one million 
Germans came into France, and there 
were only one hundred thousand French-
men killed. Therefore nine Germans in 
ten fired away for seven months without 
killing a man, and the tenth only fired 
one effectual shot. 
'!'he man who fires without an aim 
Can never hope to bag his game. 
The earlier in life a young man chooses 
his occupation, and determines what his 
life's work shall be, the greater advan-
tage he will have in prosecuting his pur-
pose. Sometimes his purpose can be-
come no clearer to him than that he shall 
follow a profession, he can't decide which 
one; or if a merchant, he does not ex-
actly know whether he will deal in dry 
goods, hardware, or groceries. 
It is best for him to be specific if he 
can, but if he cannot, then let him build 
up on the general, conforming his habits 
and his likings to it, resolved to be, if 
anything, the best. It will keep him 
from drifting, one <lay a lawyer, next a 
farmer, theh a mechanic, then nothing, or 
anything that turns up. 
The great men who have li,·e<l before 
us never waited for "something to turn 
up." And if we go to waiting we will 
find ourselves gray-haired and poor he-
fore we see the spontaneous inversion. 
We must turn things up ourselves if we 
want any thing marvelous to happen to 
our credit. 
John C. Calhoun was ridicule<! by his 
fellow-students at Yale for applyiug him-
self so closely to his studies. He made 
them l:iugh when he said, "I am forced 
to make the most of my time that I may 
acquit myself creditably when I am in 
Congress ; for I assure you if I were not 
satisfied of my ability to reach Congress 
in three years I would leave college." 
And at 27 years of age he was a member 
of that body, at 34 he was Secretary of 
War, and at 40 was Vice-President of 
the United States. He did not wait to 
see something turn up, but at an early 
day in life made his resol vcs and formed 
his purposes to be something while he 
lived. 
0 that we might get rid oft .hat indef-
inite sort of idea, what time is going to 
do for us if we will just wait. We are 
still clinging to that old, childish fancy 
that the future is a great store-house in 
which there i~ hidden away for us a won-
derful amount of glory, and some <lay we 
will enjoy it. This idle dreaming is folly, 
and the dreamer's <loom is disappointment. 
Time is no great transforming artist that 
takes the conception of one's fertile im-
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agination and reproduces it into a natu-
ral career. Let us haYe a definite end 
in view for our living, and have our 
aim set upon it, determineJ that "as we 
journey up the hill of life we will meet 
no friend." 
Thus avoiding the probabilities · we 
might wand et· into, ancl Rt riving toll'ards 
the possibilities we may attain, there are 
weaknesses we must overco111c and vir-
lues we must cultivate lwfure we can ac-
complish the difficult task-be sure first 
of all, it is difficult. 
Weaknesses that we nrc h(•ir to have 
been keeping others back; nn<l one of 
the feeblest of these, than which I know 
of nonn more detrimental, is indolence. 
It will smother and den<len :my virtue in 
a man's soul. For " the tree iu which 
the sap is stagnant, remains fruitless." 
How easily under its influence can we 
cease all effort and await developments. 
When there is a possible pl'ize before us 
which hy dint of labor we may ha\·e a 
fairly good prospect to win, how particu-
larly we think of the icorlc it \yill take 
even to compete for it; and we let the 
opportunity slip from our hands. 
To live for aught we must overcome 
indolence, for "laz ·iness travels so slowly, 
poverty soon O\'ertakes him"; remem-
bering, 
'·The height~ by great men reachell and 
kept . 
Were not attained by sudden tlight; 
But they, while their companions slept, 
'\Vere toiling upward in the night." 
Franklin, in speaking of his success in 
life, saiu : "I was indebted for my print-
ing house; I had a young family coming 
on to be educated ; and I had two com~ 
petitors to contend with for business who 
were establ.ished in the place before me. 
My circumstances, however, grew daily 
easier. My father having 
among his instrnctions to me when a boy 
frequently repeated a proverb of Solo-
mon: 'Seest thou a man diligent in his 
businrss? He shall st.and before kings,' 
I thence considered indust,·y as a means 
of obtaining wealth and distinction, 
which encouraged me, though I did not 
think tliat I should ever litbrally stand 
before kings; which, however, has since 
happrnrd, for I ha,·e stood before five, 
and even had the honor of dining with 
one-the lGng of Denmark." 
"Labor is discowrcd to be the grand 
conquerer, enriching and building up 
nations more smcly than the proudest 
battles." Industry is a virtue that can 
be cultivated and ac(1uire<l, am! "there is 
no art nor science it cnnnot atlain to." 
What is necessary, is to have a stimulus 
of the heart to o\·ercome the tiredness of 
the body. Oh that the possibilities of life, 
stretehing out as beautiful as sunbeams 
before us, might be that stimulus! bnt alas, 
few hearts are responsive to the radiant 
gleams. The unambitious sloth has not 
his nobler impulses nrousecl by a thrilling 
narrative of biography. It pictures no 
possibilities to him. His soul is not stir-
red to new and determined purposes. 
The stimulus that we need is a holy 
ambition to rise higher and higher as we 
live, to be an honor to our country, and 
an example to our generation. But am-
bition is such an ambiguous trait, I must 
be careful how ] advocate it. It is some-
tinm, called, without qualification, "the 
original uf vices, a gilded misery, a secret 
poison," and these are epithets not strong 
enough to brand that covetous, grasping, 
gluttonous spirit that incites · sorue · men 
to action. l\Iilton ascribes such a temper 
to the Fallen Angel, when he quotes him 
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as saying, "Here may we reign secure; 
and in my choice to reign is worth am-
bition, though iu hell." Such a spirit 
is vicious, ;md miscreants walk the 
earth to-day imbued with it. Am-
bition like this is not what we want. 
That insatiable ·thirst for gau1 and repu-
tation howcwr they may come; that 
ambition like the sea .that swallows all 
the rivers urn] is no fuller; or like the 
. man who journeys eastward to the place 
where the suns seems in rising to touch 
and be joined to the earth, in hope to ar-
rive within reach of the same, always 
going forward but not coming nearer to 
his desire, are selfish and despicable. 
If this is your ambition I charge thee, 
fling it away, by that sin the angels fell. 
"Flee from it as the most accursed, 
Qloocl-sucking vampire that ever uprose 
from the caverns of hell." 
But there is Jl pure, a noble aspiration 
of the soul which we may well afford to 
cherish. . Carlisle says, ''No man is born 
without ambitious, worldly desires," and 
Cicero says, "The . noblest spirit is 
m0st strongly attracted by the love of 
glory." '\Ve must purify ourselves of 
such corruption, and cherish only the 
virtue, through which '' all may have, if 
they dare try, a glorious life or grave." 
Is it questionable whether or not there 
can be a virtuous ambition? Not to my 
miud, ror never diu the sweep of proba-
bility carry men to the dizzy heights of 
fame some have reached-men who have 
soai:ed . to the very pinnacle of <'nrthly 
glory. 
Honorably they reached forth after 
possibilities that lay before them ; with 
motives pure and righteous, they aspired 
to become great for their country's good. 
Wh.en Dauiel Webster deciued to 
study law, and follow it as a prcfession, 
a friend advised him to give up the idea 
because there were so many lawyers. He 
replied, "ThP,re is room at the top." 
Was there anything vicious in that? 
Abraham Lincoln was the son of a 
poor farmer in Indiana. He worked 
all day on tho farm and read at night, 
_walking to a friend's house ten miles 
away to borrow his books. Was his 
ambition" a gilded misery"? Hundreds 
of such ('ases might be cited; and 
wouldn't it show that there is a pure and 
a commendable phase to ambition? 
Ambition like this is what we need to 
make us something rnore than martyrs 
to probability, to encourage and incite us 
rathrr than that we should be allowed to 
pause and drowse until rnrried a few fret 
further by the next flood-tide. 
Now with industry and ambition, there 
is one more thing to be considered of vi-
tal consequence to those who would make 
up their minds to get out of the drift of 
proba):lility, and that is perseverance. Bul-
wer say,;, "In the lexicon of youth, 
which fate presen·cs for a bright man-
hood, there is no such word as-foil." 
"Attempt the end and never stand to <!onbt; 
Nothing's so hard but search will find itont." 
The definition of genius has been said 
. t,o be patience, and when we c;onsider 
what patience has accomplished in this 
world, we hardly recognize an exaggera-
t.ion . . " There is nothing that succeeds 
like succei,:s," and there are few things 
that can so discourage one, and make O11e 
lag, as failure. But history can testify 
tJ,at the greatest achievements e,·e~ made, 
were ma(le by perse,·erance over sul :ces-
sive failures. 
Few writers have ever attained greater 
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aisti11cti1111 than Lord Lytton. His first 
work, a poetical production, "Weeds 
and "'ild Flowers," was an awful failure; 
his second, "Falkland," proved also a 
failure. Might he not LaYe been discour-
aged-but he perseYered; and with the 
production of "Pelham," the remainder 
of his life was a snrccssion of triumphs. 
Disraeli's experience was similar. His 
first productions were laughed at, but lie 
worked on, and his " Coningsby" and 
"Sybil" proYcd the sterling stuff of 
which he was made. As an orator his 
first appearance in the Honse of Com-
mons was a failure, e\'ery sentence was 
hailed with laughter, but the time did 
come when Lord Beaconsfield held the 
attention of the first assembly of gentle-
men in the world, and fiirnlly beca'l;e the 
farnrrd Prime Minister of Quern Vic-
toria. 
The Chiucse tell of one of thrir rouutry-
men, a student, disheartened by the dif-
ficulties of his way, threw rlown his book 
in despair. ·Walking along the street he 
saw a woman r11bbing a crowbar on a 
stone. She told him she wanted a needle 
and thought she would rub the crowbar 
down until it became ·small rnongh. Pro-
voked by this example of patience to try 
again, he resumed his studies, and be-
came one of the three foremost 1-cholar's 
in the Empire. 
Colton says, '' that policy which can 
onlr strike when tl1e iron is hot, will be 
overcome by that perse,·erance which can 
make the iron hot by striking." When 
we ha,·e this determination, out perpet-
ual pushiug can put any difficulty behind 
us. 
Oh, that we might cultivate the virtue 
that we in life may acq11il ourselves like 
men . 
. The tide of prohabilitr has no doubt 
brought many of us to where we are now 
withont effort or resistance 011 our part. 
If we ha,·e ne,·er had an aim in life, let 
ns ha ,·e one from now, let us stri vc for the 
possibilities in onr respective futures-
the ports we must steer into. With 
purity for our compass, and discretiou 
for our helm, and a righteous ambition 
our propeller, fur\\'ard let us sa] over the 
waters of life, not moyerJ by tide or op-
pcsed by gale. And if adversity befall, 
and our crafa must sink, may it ever be 
said that she foundered with her bow 
pointing to the goal. 
Unh ·c,·sal S11Jli·agc. 
I am a firm belie,·cr in the maxim of 
Henry, that the best way of judging the 
future is hy the past., ancl jndging by the 
past twenty years we arc forced to the 
conclusion that unh·ersal _suffrage has 
aimed the most deadly blow at the re-
publican institutions of America, and if 
not speedily arrested, will pro,·e the in-
e\'itable destruction of the nation's free-
dom. 
The vital principles of a republican 
go,·erment are the right to hold -and 
control property, with a ballot-box un-
polluted ancl untainted by bribery and 
corruption. The se are the corner-st6i:es 
and foundation of free iustitutious in· a 
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civil government, and Ly harboring and 
protecting or demolishing and destroying 
them, lies the propagation or destmetion 
of our government. 
As · the found:.ition is, so shall the 
building be, applies as well to political 
fabrics as to human destiny. 
The solid principle~ aid pristine purity 
upon which the fathers of the Union 
based the safety and perpetuity of the 
States haYe been basely abused and 
trampled under fo:>t by their degraded 
off~pring, who, desiring to fetter in bonds 
of bra~3 thei1· sister State s of the South, 
thundered forth against the c:H1ntry, but 
chiefly for the benefit of their southern 
neighbors, their damnable and iniquitous 
decrees in the shape of the 13th, 14th, 
and 15th amendments to the Federal 
Constitution. 
The battle for the passage of the 
amen1lment bills was fought fiercely, hilt 
to hilt, between the opposers of the bills, 
who represente1l the patridtism and trne 
statesmanship of an insulted all(l bleed-
ing country, against the demagoguery an<l 
pettifoggery of base and villanious repre-
sentatives, who sought nothing more 
eagerly than the gratification of selfish ends 
to the prejudice of the nation's good. 
The amcrnlments to the Constitution 
granting and pledging uni,·ersal suffrage 
have been pernicious not only to om· home 
government, but also to our reputation 
abroad. As a war measure they were 
born of strife, and were fanned into active 
being by pnrty faction aMl hatred, which 
marked the unhallowed days ot recon-
strnction. 
These amendments lo the Constituti 1m 
grauting universal suffrage '.lre directly in 
conflict with the maxim of the political 
economist, that the "right to exercise the 
privilege of the Lallot is based upon the 
intelligence of the trnstee," but we now 
place the ballot-box in the hands of beings 
with an intelligence scarcely removed 
abo\'e the brute creation, illiterate, vile, 
hase, anil degrnded, who are led to the 
polls, as sheep to the slaughter, totally 
blind and indifferent to tbei1· responsibili- • 
ties and actions. 
The lrne purpose for which govern-
ment is instituted is for the welfare of 
the nation, and it is for the 11:.1tion to de-
cide whether the prosperity of the country 
is further promoted by the suffrage of thfl 
mauy 01· the few. There can be no doubt 
that the integrity of American free insti-
tutions and civil government should not 
Le entrnstecl for one moment to the ac-
cumulated mass of depravity and illiter-
acy which infect the ballot-box of the 
country. The cry is raised throughout 
the North of the Lad go,·ernment of the 
South and her eternal remembrance of 
the war. Y cs, she will hold it in bitter 
memory so long as the degraded Hottentot 
stauJs on au equal footing with the intel-
ligent Caucasian in the legislative func-
tions of the South. Yes, so long as the 
mlightenmcnt of the country is swamped 
and obliterated by the free suffrage of the 
skum of creation of this country and of 
foreigners flooding to it. 
Those who han1 nen.r lived in South-
west Virginia can entertain no idea 
of the illiteracy of the negro population 
in Virginia. A single instance which 
came uncler my knowledge will illustrate 
to a limited extent thci1· condition. Dur-
ing the last presidential campaign in a 
certain town in Southwest Virgiuia, the 
ncgroes, imbibing the political animosity 
, and excitement of the eampaign, forthwith 
raised among themselves a liberal sub-
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scription, and ordered a handsome Blaine 
and Logan flag from Philadelphia. When 
the flag arrh·cd 1 a time was fixed upon 
for its erection. On the appointed day 
the negro population from throughout 
the county assembled to have a grand 
jubilee at the hoisting of the banner. 
But it so happened that the manu-
facturers by mis toke sent a Cleveland and 
Hendricks flag instead of the one ordered. 
Ro great was the ignorance and illiteracy of 
the assembled mass of negroes that they 
hoisted that Democratic flag with wild 
shouts and hurrahs, and let it remain 
standing without detecting the fraud till the 
campaign was over. If this state of affairs 
exist in Virginia, the leading educational 
State of the South, how is it in the black 
district of the Gulf States? 
At the close of the war we find the 
South in sackcloth and ashes. Her 
noblest rnns lie dead on the battle-fiE;lds 
of Virginia ; her property confiscated; 
her society bound by the iron-clad oath; 
and the land pregnant with ruin. In 
the mid!:it of general desolatiou and ruin, 
when the supreme desire of the South was 
to forget the pai;t and go back into the 
Union on equal terms with her sititcrStates, 
the dark ra,·en of unconstitutiouality 
was loosed by the inimical North in the 
shnpe of nmendments to the Constitution 
lo prey relentlessly upon the dead carcass 
of the South. If the war was unfortunate, 
the days of reconstruction were more un-
fortunate still, for then it was society 
recei,·ed its greatest i;hock, all(l the fun-
damental principles of the republic 
their most mortal wound by the stroke at 
the Constitution, granting suffrage, citizen-
ship, alHl emoluments, in legislative, exec-
uti re 1 anq j ndicial departments to the 
illiterate and the vile. The unfortunate 
African assumed the office of citize1iship 
in all the ignorance and depravity inl!i-
dent to an emancipated blave; as to gov-
ernment, he had not tlie lea·st thought or 
desire, but maddened by his sudden for-
tune, (or misfortune, ris it should be 
termed,) bnried beneath the overwhelm-
ing sea of liberty which burst so· suddenly 
and unexpectedly upon him, his 'false 
theory of the word led him to idle away 
his time, and spend for unnecessary wants 
the substance which was generally al-
lotted him by his master, when emanci-
pated, to feed his hungry offspring and 
provide for future exigencies. Caring for 
nothing but his daily food-lazy, profli-
gate and wretched,-the Southern African 
was the P.rey of the Northern vulture, 
who, having despoiled the remnants of 
Southern chivalry, used to their will this 
horde of black superstition and ignorance ' 
to corrupt and defile the once pure ballot- . 
box of the South. 
The suffrage of the ignorant negro hns. 
virtually made the South a province de-
pendent for prosperity upon the !llagna-
nimity of the North; for Northern in-
fluence and money control the negro ele-
ment in the South, and the negro is a 
potent factor in the civil go,·ernment. · 
For twenty years the negroes of the Sotith 
have cast their ballots for they know not 
what, sometimes terrified at the point of 
the bayonet, sometimes bribed by the 
dollar of the Northern speculator, but 
oftener led like sheep to the polls, 
pushed forward by northern iutri'gue and 
trickery. ~~egro rntes can be bought in 
the South n~ the office of the northern 
bribery broker, at 25 cents a head, to 
enact laws adverse to the be$:t intetests 
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of the section and in fa,·or of northern 
mo11opof ists. 
· 'Twas by means of the southern negro 
that the will of the nation was pen·erted 
in 1875-'76 in the gross and shameful 
substitution of the president-elect foi· a 
man who was defeated by the rnice of 
the ·American people at the· polls, to the 
sham·e and disho1ior of the nation's laws 
This is the effect that the negro exerts 011 
society and go,·erninent, and it will always 
exist, until the iron hancl of the law ban-
ishes nniversal suffrage from the country, 
as pernicious and oppo~ed to the principles 
of a republican government. 
Under the principle of uniYcrsal H1f-
fr?ge the property _of the land-holders is 
virtually beyond their control. It is not 
the ,·oice of the tax-payers and property-
holders tb~t is heard in onr· le.gislati,·e 
halls,-but om· repr.esent_ati,·es are depeml-
ent for election upon · the ignoranee of 
the maEses, who don't know right from 
wrong in legislatiYe affoirs, hnt leau on 
some bulldozer or political demagogue, 
whose commands they follow, and "hoFc 
action and wor<ls they implicitly inclorse. 
As property which is be_yond one's con-
t-rol is re vera confiscated, EO the estates 
of property-holders where m1iHrEal suf-
frage exists, and ignorance and powrty 
abound, is also confiscated, and in the 
hands of and under the legislation of 
igno·rant masses. 
In a social aspect it is also dangerous 
iu its effect&. It removes from tbe minds 
The losses by fire throughout the 
United States and Canada during the 
month of August. are placed at $13,000,-
000. 
t . 
Of the 365 · imi <rersities .ind colleges 
of the rising generation the horrors of 
liribery, corrnption, and fraud, which al-
ways follow in its train, and are always 
a natural ~ntgrowth from it. When soci-
ety sees that the government harl,ors and 
protects such principles as thc·se, it speed-
ily obtains them by contagion; fof'>tcrs 
an<l ch'!rishes thC'm in its own bosom 
1 L;ntil the <lisensc is uni versa!. 
. It is evident in my 111ind that an illit-
erate, worthless man, destitute of property 
and principle, low and unrefined, is one 
who is not idrnti_fied with any interest of 
the countr:r,' an<l .~h<iu.Jcl be denied the 
t . .. ! ... !. • • • 
right of.franc\1ise .. 
There shoi1ld be s9me qLialification 
which should deci<le who are entitled to 
a voice in the government. As to what 
it should be, has always been a difficult 
question for political economists to decide. 
Some favor a qualification bused upon en-
lightenment; some, one of enlightenment 
and property, jointly; whilst others f:wor 
a property qua_lifieation solely. The lat-
ter mnild be most expedient in our coun-
try. Let the qualification for voting be 
limited to those wh<> posress property, 
real or personal, at a ,·aJ.Jc below which 
all arc cl!sfranchised. This would elevate 
property to the position which it merits 
in the eyes of the public and the law, and 
it would. be au incentive to its acquisition 
by the disfranchised, who would aspire 
to take their places among h•gal and cn-
frnnc:hiscd citizens. 
s. 
in tl1e United States, the1·c are about 175 
that publish· P!\l>e'.rs, and there are about 
190 papers published,· of which the 
Brnnoni<tn; fomi<led in 1826, is the old-
est. 
THE ~MAN OF ONE IDEA. 11 
'I'bc !Uau of' One 1,1 .. a. 
. . 
The pl'culiari ty which marks the char-
acter of some men might be called "one-
ideaism." This mark is not so much a 
part of their constitution as the result of 
.habits of thought. Men of one i,dea. may 
be grouped into two_grand divisions, who 
are alike in the single peculiariLy of being 
powerfully effect~d Ly one idea, but in 
other. ret<pects are very dissimilar, · ~spe-
cially in the manner they employ their 
idea. 
The first of these classes consists of 
t:1ose in whom tlie one idea, if uot posi-
tively the only one he possesses, is at 
least the only one that str.ongly marks the 
character of the man, and which so oc-
cupies _his mental sight that he is blind to 
every other idea, imall or great.· W~ find 
men of this· class in almost every ·Yoca-
tion of life. The · term. usecl aboYe is 
sometimes conv2rta\,le with "hobL.yism," 
a term, I helie,·e, which usage sanctions. 
There arc t1ro extremes that are difficult 
for some people to m·oid. One is falling 
in with and conforming to the ,'iews of 
other men, to the exclusion of that self-
independence which ought to· chara~tcr a 
Yigorous mind; the other is taking to 
one's self too mul'h ind~pendence of 
thought, n:jecting or 9pposing the ,·iews 
and observations of men capable of know-
ing the trnth. The former comse is nut 
commendable, the latter qften leaflb to the 
'' ridi"ng of a hobby." It . is not a rare 
thing to find a physician who abandons 
every method of medical t_reatment except 
the one which some accident has· made 
him bclieye· is the only good. method, 
forgetting th~ pos~ibility that the union 
of som~ g~o~ t_htng_s !)f _Loth the l_iom<:-
pathic a:n\1 •allopathic might form a me-
thod bette1: than either. 
There i"s another phase of this charac-
teristic manifested ·by . men · ~f literary 
irnrsuits. There are men ,~·ho think about 
one thing, ·talk about that one thing, and 
if they ha,~e 96casioi1 to ,vrite on any 
subj~ct, they think ·1iothing so ~eserving 
of public attenJioii · as their favo·rite 
"hobby." ··we knew a yout.ig man· in 
college who was so nnich excited ·on a 
certain subject that it was always his 
theme in· co1H"ersation, and if he were 
called upon fo1· a public address, he was 
sure to drift toward liis one idea. Of 
six or seYen a1·"ticles which he wrote for 
the college journal, all were only" differ-
ent diYisions of the same topic; and on 
commencement day it was quite a sur-
prise to learn that he still had not e-x-
ha usted his researches 011 this subject by 
its being announced a~ the theme of his 
graduating oration. He treated his suL-
ject so well that one could not help think-
ing how much his associates had missed 
by not hearing something from him on a 
few of the many other important topics 
of the day. No doubt the world fails to 
get much information by its being . kept 
baek in the minds of wise men that _they 
may have more time to teach soine one 
thing whi~h they tl;ink most important. 
In politics some men become so en-. 
tirnsiastic in the defence of their own 
party 01· faction, or perhaps some peculiitr 
sentiment of their party, that they pro-
nounce a _cursc upon every man who does 
not think as they do; and when the 
truth is_known, doubtless, the peculiarity 
of tl;~ir party to which they are ·so inqch 
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attached is the weakest doctrine of the 
party. 
In religion the one-idea man becomes 
so wedded to a· particular, favorite idea, 
or system of things, that he entirely 
overlooks other, and not le<;s important, 
ideas or plans by which his favorite one 
might be modified, and perhaps rendered 
far more effectual. It is this class of 
men to which Christianity is indebted 
for many of the schisms and disunions 
which have marked its progress. 
There is a class of one-idea men who 
are wholly praiseworthy; indeed, this 
class is composed of the most noble of 
men. It consists of those noble charac-
ters who have one central, great purpose, 
to which every other idea is subordinated, 
yet left at liberty to revolve, each in its 
respective sphere, around this central 
idea, in perfect harmony. 
It is to this class of men that the world 
is indebted for her grandest achievements, 
and it ' is this class whose names stand 
out most prominent in the world's history. 
It was to this class that our own \Vash-
ington belonged, and his career is a mag-
nificent instance of the nice balancing of 
all others around one central idea; and 
the success of this hero of liberty shows 
what a man can do, who makes one thing 
his purpose and everything else to con-
duce to its accomplishment. In the 
history of John Howard, Peter Cooper, 
and Alexander H. Stephens as philan-
thropists, this system of centralizing 
thoughts and actions for the accomplish-
ment of any ultimate good, is clearly set 
forth. The world will never know how 
much was effected by the uncompromis-
ing hostility of John Knox and Martin 
Luther against popery, yet it does know 
that their one thought was to relieve men 
from the yoke of superstition and spiritual 
bondage. All honor is due to the mau 
who has but one purpose in life, if it be 
a high one, and he does not make it a 
'' hobby." PROTIUS. 
TJ.c :New- South. 
Men have added brightness to the 
pages o~ their country's history, and shed 
undimmed lustre on her future greatness. 
The name Xerxes brings back the gorge-
ous display of Persian wealth; Pericles, 
Themistocles, and Epaminondas are 
names cherished in Grecian history, while 
at the name of Napoleon, every French 
heart thrills with emotion and pride, and 
France herself seems to vibrate with re-
sponsive chords. With no less pride and 
admiration shall the voice of American 
history declare to future generations the 
rise and progress of the Southern Empire. 
She has risen from her ruins and ashes 
like Mt. Olympus, while Pride, Industi·y, 
and Truth, arn the goddesses of as fuir an 
assembly as the one over which Jupiter 
himself ruled with all the powers of 
Heaven and Earth. 
The veil has been dragged oYer her 
past, the remembrance of her once gloomy 
days ha, ,e been forgotten, and to-day she 
comes forward as one of the most potent 
powers in the government of the Uniou. 
The appellatiou of "Solid South" has 
often been derisively all~ded to by men 
of the North, and truly can we say to-day 
that she is still solid as ever; not solid 
upon questions which only pertain to her 
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welfare, but upon questions that pertain 
to the good of the Union. She has broken 
· the chains of lethargy which haYc been 
environing her; the obstacles which have 
impeded her road to success haYc been 
re{noved, ancl to-<lay ~he stands among 
the foremost countries both in hrr com-
mercial an9 industrial pursuits. 
\Vhat clumgcs docs the tranller note 
as he passes o\'Cr her rich and tertile 
country; through I.er forests filled with 
timber, and on•r her fields of waving 
grain? He S< es here and there a dllage 
where once cxi,:trd a barren plain; lie 
secs cities of c,.rn1m('rcial enterpri se, while 
factories, and foundries are seen on every 
side. What does he judge from this? He 
judges that the South is progressing, and 
that too long tired of paying big prices 
for goods from other places, she sees that 
she is capable of her own manufactories; 
llot only supplying herEelf with her own 
prod nets, but ships them to a II nations of 
the earth. Go to the larger cities of the 
South and there see what enterprise and 
pluck are doing. We see factories with 
their thousands of spindles making cloth 
not only to be used at home, but to be 
sent away and used abroad. The large 
tracts of cotton fields, white and lovely 
as the flakes of snow, do not ha\'e to be 
gathered and sent away, but right at 
home are they conyertcd into cloth. 
Why should the South not make prog-
ress ? Is she not favored with the most 
delightful climate? 
Her shores, Lathed Ly the gentle waters 
of the Gulf Strenm, are warmed from 
their chilly state, while the ai1· is redolent 
with the dew-laden zephyrs from the 
orange-groves of her most southern shore. 
The "Lone Star" State glitters more 
brilliantly tha11 ever as the "Empire 
State" of the South, and emigrants set-
tling upon her soil, find homes for them-
selves with happiness and prosperity as 
the concomitants of their labors. But is 
it only commercially tl1at the South rs 
progressing, or rather is she not advanc-
iug on all sides? 
Education has taken deep root among 
her citizens, and to-ddy her colleges and 
universiti(;s rank amoug the best in the 
Union. 
Frequent allusions have been made by 
nortlie1 n men to the standard of our 
somhern collegc1-, dr'.1wiug upon their 
fertile imagination for a good many of 
the proof:; they assert. Why is this? It 
is from the fact that they are ig;nor::rnt"o:r 
the rise oft he South and imagine her peo-
ple to be nothing more than a barbaric 
horde roaming around in the fields ~.f 
ignorance. It is true that most soutl!er ·ii 
colleges are not rqual to the northern ·, 
for they ha ,·e not the wealth of Crresu~ 
to la dsh upon its schools, but the stand; 
ard of some of our universities will co~:. 
pare fa,·orably with any in ou),' land. 
But she is making progress in the cause 
of education, and if she continues to ad-
vance as she is doing she will rauk among 
the foremost in that cause, Could the 
immortal spirit of Jefferson rise from his 
grave he could look upon no more be-
fitting monument of liis greatness thun 
the University of Virginia. 
The South is not standing still, and 
the cause of education is adrnnt·ing aloitg 
with the progress of its other enter.prises. 
No part of the Uuion can be prou<le-r. of 
her past record and hrr men thnri · the 
South. · · 
We boast not of her history, _ti,fr men 
and her deeds. She needs no encomfr1in 
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. fr.om us. Her faithfulness and loyalty : 
to the . Union has e,·er characterized her 
when Oil the side of <luty and justice; 
and it will . ever characterize her until she 
ceases to be; Wherc,·er and in whate\·ei: 
clime any,dtizell of hers may be, he hails 
the name of th~ Union with jqy and de-
·_>·. 
light, and cries aloud the glad prean to 
his country's flag : 
"Bright flag, at yonder tapering m:tst; 
Fling out your field of azure blu.e ! ,: 
Let star a11cl stripe be westward cast, 
And point as freedom's eagle flew! 
Stream horn<:>, oh! lithe and quivering spars! 
Point home my country's flag of stars." 
YoR. 
!Uouun1cnts Idealized. 
Mauy haYe bren the monuments and 
pyr~rnids, , witli their n1riouR significa-
tions, which have proudly dotted old 
earth. Hif;tories, · both biograpl.ic:il and 
narrativE', . haYe been written in book-
.form. But the histories of the most prom-
iJ1ent and conspicuous men of eart.h, and 
the greatest event<;,· ha Ye been writte:n in 
monumental and pyrami<lic type. And 
these columns around which national his-
tory clusters ., strongest affections gather, 
and bright~st memories kindle, continue 
to flash the blazing glories of thei1· great 
antetypes down through the . dim Yista of 
ages; their sacred memories to fade away, 
only when they ha,·e touched the boundary 
line which divides time from etei'nity. 
Travel back, if you please, in your im-
magination to ancient Egypt, and there 
behold her many magnificent pyramids, 
as they lift their lofty heads into the 
ethereal region, and bathe theit· majestic 
brows in the tmre living light of the sky. 
Survey the first great pyramid uf 
Ghizeh-the largest and most rnflssi,·e 
building which the w1n·l<l contains. 
Look across its side, the length of 
which is seven hundred and sixty-four feet. 
T~en march arnun<l its base, co,·ering 
an area of more than tliirteen acres of 
land. Then let your eyes penetrate up-
ward, to the distance of four hundred ·aud 
eighty-feet, . catchiog a glimpse of the 
lofty pinnacle, as it flashes iu the 
bright rays of the glittering suu-beams, 
and speaks 011t to the world in voice ar-
ticulate. 
Or, coming back tu our own helo,·ed 
Ameriea, to our own happy State, to our 
own pleasant cities, . to our own quiet 
cemeteries, behold the monument which 
marks the resting place of the sleeping 
dust of the Confock-rates who fought in 
gray. See it there, as it stands sentinel 
o,·er the graves of the skeping dead: See 
it as the clasping tendrils of the vines 
twine their graceful foliage around it, en-
circling it in their loving embrace. And 
as you march around it in silent wonder, 
thinking of the phil:mthropic hearts that 
beat, au<l the patriotic blood that flowed, 
the whispering breath of an angel's voiee, 
under the uwllow glow of dying day, 
seems to awe the heart into deep rever-
euce. And then the peaceful musings of 
the soul is broken, by a signal voice from 
the quiet graves, as it goes trembling 
through the conscience, saying," Ye liv-
ing men as ye pass by, as ye are now, so 
once was I; as I am now so you shall 
be, prepare for death and follow me." 
Or turning northward, march up to 
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the . capital of the United States, anJ 
there beho!d that grand and mag11ifirent 
monument ., as it rises to the !,eight of , 
five hundred and fifty-ffre foet, erected 
at a cost of $1,130,000. There stand 
amid the mellow mys of the full-orbed 
qneeil of night, while the r:;tars of glory 
in resplendent form and racliaut hosts, aro 
marshalled arouud the midnight thronr, 
and spread out like golden dm,t to the 
farthest extent of vision, singing songs 
of sweet music as they roll in their 
spheres, aud under the intermingling 
l;>eauties of the ovtr-areliing lil·n,·ens, gnzc 
with eurnptured soul upon the statelie~t 
monument the ,rorld has ever !mown. 
And as you thus gaze upon it, remem~ 
ber that it was ercded, ouly as a pro111i-
11ence from which to dew that monumcm-
tnl _ life of whieh it is typical. 
These material _ monuments, though 
they I.Jc erected from the most costly ma-
terials the world c .. n. possibly afford, un-
der the circling march of time must 
crumble, fade, and fall. But it is not so 
with all monuments which we may erect. 
Look at the philosophic monuments, the 
scientific monnments, the literary monu-
ments, the Christian monuments, and the 
monuments of character which ha,·c been 
erected, not from the produdions of the 
1~1ineral kingdom, but from jewels more 
precious than gold or bapphirc, more 
transparent than jacinth, ancl more bril-
liant than the sparkling diamon<l-lrnilt 
from the noble virtues of honesty, truth 
and purity; integrity, simplicit .y, anrl 
liurnility. 
By the eye of memory an<l inrngina-
t_ion, we may look back . upon monunH·n-
t,al li,·es which shine forth in charac:crs 
of living light and trne beaut.I'. Look 
with what aJrniration and delight ihe 
world gaze<l upon the peerle!-s and im-
mortal Washington, who, unfolding the 
stainless flag of freedom over the shouting 
millions of the American people, and 
sweeping the circle of their <Jorn.inion 
oyer half a he111i,;phcre-wins from their 
filial hearts the ei1£learing appellation of 
the father of his country, and proudly 
rolls the tide of hi~ triumph o,.-er a trem• 
bling continent, part of which had been 
bathed in blood. 
See these noble trnits of character, also 
blending a11d eulminating in the lives of 
others wl10 ha\'e built for themselves 
monuments as brnad as earth, and as 
high as hea,·<·n--such men as Lee and 
Jackson, Napoleon arnl Clny, Webster 
and Milton, Field, Edison, and Newton, 
Ci<"ero, Cre;;:ar, and Shakespeare. 
Or look at the monuments which 
' many of the present generation :ire builcl-
ing, such us Gladstone, Spurgeon, 
Broadus, or Moody. And many have 
been the men whose silent dust is sleep-
ing beneath the sod, marked by no tomb-
stone, and held in rememhrace by no grace-
ful mouumcnt. Yet they ha,·e by their 
plain, simple, pure: all(l stainless Ii ves, 
erected to themselves monuments more 
enduring, thnn those reared by liuman 
hand,;. 
Aud around these monuments of honor 
and greatness, bright- wingecl memo~ 
ries fly, soul-b:1rning aspirations kindle, 
earthly affections ripen and sweeten, and 
, beatific glories shine. To-<lay we may -
stand amid the sun-lit spires, of the cap-
ital of our great, free, and glorious repub-
lic, and gnzc with open-eyed admiration 
upon the \\'Orld renowned monument, 
,rhid1 crowns the life of the noble Wash-
i11gton. A11cl as it points he~venward, 
it turns our minds to him, who has con-
• 
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quered the monumental cares of earth, 
and gone to stand amid the sun-lit spires, 
of the city of God, the capital of C'rer,tion, 
the capital of the univ erse. And as the 
\'ivid lightning flashes of hope and aspi-
ration, ·light up the dark, mysterons 
i:ealm of the future before us, guilding it 
with , the tinting rays of hope, may we 
wit~•-.11,1inus fresh and vigorous, full of 
~eal mid activity, strengthme1l by oppor-
tunities iunumeralile, and fired by the 
grand possibilities of the future, reach 
forth our tremuling hand, and take the 
prize which nature offers to all her toil-
ing children. 
And h:t\'ing n :ared these monuments 
of eharuder and life, let us erown them 
with humility of spirit. 
AIJ(l looking up to heaven say, not 011 
these monuments of ours would we climb 
into glory, but on the monumental merits 
of the dear crucified Christ. 
MIDNIGHT GAZER. 
The I,iff'ratnre oC the :Nineteenth Cent11ry. 
The present century has been a time 
o.f prog1·ess. This omrnrd moYcment has 
taken many directions. A liundred years 
ago, the stage-coach bowled along at the 
rate of eight miles per hour, and three or 
four months were consume<l in making 
t~e trip across the Atlautic in a sailing 
,·essel. But the invention of steamboats 
!Jr Synington, and of railways by George 
Stevel)son, re,·olutioniz ed the means of 
t~u~·el; and to-day the "iron-horse" 
thunders along tl1c truck at forty milt>s 
an , )ioqr, and the great steamship goes 
frpw)1ere to Englund in six <lays and a 
.. half. The telegraph and telephone have 
C11n~e.into use and are so much employed 
tha,t _we know not what we <lid without 
t~j.'qJ_, Lucifer matches ha, ·e superseded 
the ,old "flint and steel." In all these 
cas~s, and in m:my .other s, prngress has 
Q(l~lh and i,; now bei 11g, made. 
. ];3ut .ha.s the literature of the century 
k~pt p::ice \\'ith the mechanical inven-
ttoQs ? Has it progressed or regressed ? 
':(hese questions ~re not easily settled. 
In an,.swering them we must look at the 
<l_iffe_r n_t brancl1e,; of lit.erat11re> and com-
pare what has been done during the last 
hundred yean with prior achievements. 
First, notice poetry. It is said that 
every man is first a poet, and then a 
prose writrr. Apply this rule to nations 
and we see that it holds good. Hom<'r 
sang his ,·erst>s before the clawn of pro-
fane history. JEschylus, Sophocles, and 
Euripid es liYed towards the beginning 
of Athenian history, and as \\'e come 
down the scale we see a steady decline. 
Dant e, Shakespeare, and Milton flouri'lh-
ed long ago. The climax \YUS reached in 
the latter. We shou Id therefore not 
look fur poetic talent in the present cen-
tury, and we are not disappointed. True, 
Tenny son, Wordsworth, Longfellow, and 
othe1·s ha,·c enriched literature with their 
productions, but they do not come up 
to Shakespeare or to Milton. 
l3ut if we consider the prose writings 
of the nineteenth C(•ntury we find that 
they are equal-pcrlrnpo superior-to 
those of the past. What other age can 
boast of such an essayist as Macauley, 
whose well-turned periods ha,·e a rythmic 
flow ? History has been H1riched by 
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the works of Macauley, Green and others. 
The last-named struck onL on a new line, 
and has given us, instead of a mere re-
cord of the kings and queens, a history 
of the people. He traces the steps by 
which th<'y acquired the power in gov-
crn111ent, which they now possess. The 
past can certainly not present the names 
of such novelists as Scott, Dickens, 
,. Thackeray, Geo. Eliot, and many others. 
The fiction of the nineteenth century far 
surpasses that of any other time. In fact, 
it i8 only the last hundred years which 
has brought forth good novels-books 
that have first-rate literary merits. 
The great characteristic of the litera-
ture of to-day is the newspaper and mag-
azme. The press wields an influence 
over the public mind superior to that of 
anything else. 
The public-school system has given 
education to well-nigh e,·erybody ; those 
who cannot read are very few. Now the 
press supplies the literary cravings of 
mankind to a large decree. In the last 
centnry a few magazines, the Spectator 
for example, were in circulation. 
But the number t0-day is much larger. 
The newspaper is in far greater demand 
than formerly. The articles in the 
monthly, weekly and daily journals have 
no counter-part in the literary produc-
tions of the past. 
With such a history what will the fu-
ture be? This will depend upon whether 
the young men of the rising geueration 
fulfil their part in life. They have much 
better educational ad,·antages than had 
their ancestors. Is it too much to ex-
pect that the literature of the future will 
surpass that of the past? It may be if 




" l\fan considered in himself," a writer 
has said, " is a very helpless and a Yery 
wretched being." l\fan cannot endure 
absolute separation from his fe'1ow-mcn. 
He is a social being, and as such he seeks 
and must have associates. The influence 
of one's associates mu.ist be either one of 
two kinds: it must be either good or 
bad; either must have a tendency to 
strengthen au<l elevate one's character, or 
to weaken and lower it. No one has ever 
over-estimated the power of association. 
Unde1· its inf! uence our character is form-
ed, under its influence direction is gi ,·en to 
our lives. "A man is known by the 
company he keeps," is an old saying that 
can be applied with tn1th to every one. 
If we see a person associating with a 
worthless set, we are at once led to con-
sider him of the same stamp as his fel-
lows, and vice versa. Fo1· in the company. 
that one chooses for himself is fc,und the 
expression of the real tendency of his 
mind. The corrupt man will not seek 
his associates among upright persons, be-
cause in them he cannot find anything 
congenial to his own evil nature. But he 
seeks his companions among those of na-
tures like his own, with whom he is per-
fectly free to act out his e\"il inclinations 
and desires. It is all-important, then, that 
we who as yet have no decided inclina-
tions either way, take care that we steer 
clear of bad company. Almost before one 
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is aware its influence will overtake him, 
and he, blinded to his danger, will be led 
on till his characte1· is blasted, his life 
made worthless. If we take a rotten ap-
ple and put it in a pile of good fruit, 
· soon the whole pile· becomes rotten ; so 
the influence of evil associates is felt 
among those who are of upright character, 
till the latter become as dissolute and low-
minded as the former. 
It is especially true that influence, 
whe~hc;· for good or bad, is easily felt 
among young persons. Their characters 
have not been fully formed, and are tl-.ere-
fore more pliable and more easily acted 
upon than the characters of those of ma-
t.urer years. The young tree before it 
. has reached its full growth can be trained 
in any direction. Special care shonld be 
taken, then, in youth to choose the right 
kind of associates. For this influence, 
when it once takes firm hold, cannot 
easily be overcome. It sticks fast to our 
character, and often moulds it for life. 
"The way the twig is bent, the tree 's in-
clined." So, then, we cannot take too 
great care that we don't get with the 
wrong kind of associates in our youth to 
have our character bent in the wrong di-
rection, so that as we grow in years our 
character will grow and incline the wrong 
way. 
Many a bright character has thus been 
blighted on the threshhold of a brilliant 
career; many a life that might have been 
useful and of great power has thus be-
come utterly min and worthless. Par-
ticularly is care in choosing his com-
panions necessary . when a young man 
enters upon his college life. He is then 
at the formative period of his character, 
:rn<l a slight influence may gi,·e direc-
tion to his future life. Most young men, 
when first entering upon thi,, period of 
their live~, from thci1· strong innate love 
of association, wish to have around them 
at once a set of boon companions, and are 
too hasty in their selection. 
But just here is the critical period; arnl 
they shonld take great precaution. They 
should not be in a hurry, but should take 
time for careful obsel'\'ation, resoh:ing 
that those persons who are to exert the 
greatest influence over them during their 
college life should be such as will help 
them on and not retard them in their 
great ohject in life; such as will have an 
elevating influence and who will help 
them make men of themselves, and not 
such as will lower their character und 
make them useless and worthless persons. 
Yonug persons are affected more by asso-
ciation than they imagine. Then, young 
men, if you have been associating with 
persons whose influence you know has 
not Leen for your good, break loose from 
them, though it may require all the 
strength of your manhood. Don't l(lt 
yourselves be hampered in this way and 
your future career thus jeopardized. 
DISCIPULUS. 
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT. 
How many things we do simply be-
ca use it is customary. We cannot write 
a letter without letting custom dictate 
how we shall begin and how we shall 
close it; we nc,·er meet a friend that we 
do not pay our respects to custom as soon 
as · we salute our friend ; 110 assembly 
meets that does not meet according to 
custom. ~re have become slaYes to cus-
tom. But we may not be any worse b,v 
serving it. Custom often saYeS ns from 
embarrassment. To be guided by prece-
dence is an easy way of settiing some 
perplexing problems in social life. In 
fact, society is but a combination of cus-
toms. Custom is a book ·of reference in 
which is defined politeness, which con-
tains all rules of etequette, is not slighted 
when laws are to be enacted, and is care-
fully consulted when they are to be ex~ 
ecuted. 
It is in obedience to this exacting, rul-
ing principle that we write this article. 
For the same reason that our predeces-
sors made their "Low" when they stepped 
out of the EDITORIAL sanctum we present 
our salutation upon entering. Were it 
not for custom this space might have been 
given to more readable and more profit-
able matter. 
It is with trembling that we take our 
seats in the editorial chair, knowing the 
~igh standard to which this journal has 
attained, and been held through the skill 
and energy of our predecei::sors. It , is our 
pmpose, howeYer, to spare no energy to 
maintain its former reputation. Yet 
much depends on the support we shall 
receive from the students. The part that 
we, as editors, perform, cannot make the 
Messenger what it ought to be without 
regular contributions from the students. 
It is often difficult to obtain a sufficient 
amount of matter to bring out each issue 
promptly. This is partly due to the fact 
that composing is not easy work, and j·ou 
are disposed to delay a duty which in-
volves labor. To make the Messenger 
readable, especially among strang~rs~ it 
must be on time. So let us all work to-
gether for this end, and during this. 
session, let us make our journal evt:ln 
better than it was last year. There are 
few who appreciate the value of the -
ability to compose, and this ability is ac-
quired only by long practice. The stu-
dent, who spends a session at college 
without contributing at leai!t one article 
to his college paper, has failed to perform 
an important duty. 
Boys, hand in yonr articles promptly, 
but be sure to hand them in. 
It is a startling, yet undisputed fact, 
that the majority of colleg~ graduates leave 
their schools with impaired constitutions 
and bodily debility, brought about by ex-
cessive mental labor, with not a propor-
tional amount of physical exercise. 
Whilst mental training and culture is 
au accomplishment which all should envy, 
yet knowledge gained at the expense of 
the physical constitution is a sad ex-
change. Students should take greater 
interest in the athletic department of the 
college, both the gymnasium and games 
of tbe campus. 
Too great a strain upon the mental 
powers without a relative amount of ex-
ercise, not only debilitates the body and 
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undermines the constitution, but also en-
feebles the mental faculties. The greatest 
success in professional life cannot be ac-
quired without the capacity for great 
bodily endurance as well as mental at-
tainments. The most lofty strides in this 
world's honors are attained by those who 
pO'~sess a physique, which can cope with 
their mental endowments. 
The demand on the vitality of the pro-
fesi;ional man is very great 1 and if desti-
tute of the physical endurnnce, a few 
hours' hard mental labor will prove too 
great a strain for his constitution. Wel-
lington attributes his success as a com-
mander to the fact of his great power of 
endurance; after the fatigue of a long 
clay's march, he was still strong and fit 
for labor. 
For several days there has been in 
session in our city the General Assembly 
of the Knights of Labor. It began its 
session on the 4th ult. A speech of wel-
come was delivered by Gen. Fitzhugh 
Lee, Governor of Virginia, and was re-
sponded to by Mr. T. V. Powderly, of 
Pennsylrnnia, General Master Work-
man of the Order. 
The speech of Governor Lee merited 
and received the highest commendation 
both by the Knights and those not mem-
bers of the Order. He was bold in some 
of his statements, but everything he said 
was characterized by a manifest regard 
for every man's peculiar riglits. He was 
not backward in advising the Assembly 
to use just and peaceable means in seek-
ing a solution of the great labor problem, 
insisting upon their observing the funda-
mental law of right, "Do unto others as 
you would have them do to you." It is 
said that Governor Lee's speech furnished 
the Knights themselves with valuable 
information upon the ,·ery suLject \Yith 
which they are supposed to be most con-
versant-viz., the labor question. 
The meeting of tliis Assembly has 
brought to more direct notice the work-
ings of the Order, and lias made more 
distinct and certain the fact of its rapi<l 
growth. The results of their delibera-
tions will, in part at least, test the wis-
dom of such an organization. The 
world has a right to look upon the move-
ment with suspicion so long as it engen-
ders strikes and mobs such as the north-
ern and western cities have experienced 
during the last year. 
If this meeting inaugurates mcasu1·es 
which shall effect an end to these dis-
turbances, the Order will commend itself 
to the better sympaties of all American 
citizens. It would be unwise for this 
Assembly to undertake to settle too many 
matters at this meeting, and it has been 
unwise in the Order, if it has organized 
to regulate more than the labor question. 
The negro problem, like this question, is 
one of the problems of this age. Both 
together are too much for the Knights of 
Labor to undertake at once. Long estab-
lished social customs are hard to change. 
Whatever may be argued as to the justice 
of the matter, it is a fact that social dis-
tinctions are made not only between 
races, but less closely· between classes; 
and no organization can by any means 
destroy the former, nor can by force re-
move the latter distinction. 
Hitherto the Knights have seemed to 
proceed upon the false position that "the 
world owes every man a living." To 
refute this position it is only necessary to 
state that were it true, every thief might 
by it be safely screened from the penalties 
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of law. The world is not in<lebted to the 
mau who docs not mnke it better by his 
living in -it., nnd, ,yhate,·er other consid-
erations may be brought in, there is no 
more dishonesty inrnlved in stealing 
from the poor than from the millionaire• 
It is to be hoped that they will soon 
abandon this saying as their ;notto, nnd 
say rather that an honest man deserres a 
living from the world. 
The closing months of '86 thus for 
have found the world wrapped in a man-
tle of peace. Nothing has occurred to 
stir up strife between nations, and drench 
kingLloms in fraternal blood. But whilst 
the months roll so placidly by and the 
skies are so clear, yet we can discern 
dark spots on the horizon, which we fear 
may some day, in the near future, burst 
into a storm. 
The relations of France and Germnny 
to each other arc very unsatisfactory and 
critical to the peace of Europe. It has 
now been sixteen years since the termi-
nation of the last great struggle between 
these two countries, resulting in the total 
drfeat o f the French armies, the loss of 
many millions of treasure, arnl the fertile 
nnd· populous provinces of Alsace and 
Lorraine. By the termination of the 
war, Bi~mark, by his statesmanship, was 
able to cement into one empire all the 
German States, with Prussia as the bead. 
But France has shown Herculean 
strength in recovering from the shock of 
the war. She paid within fiye years the 
enormous indemnity of five thousand 
million of francs, which victorious Prns-
sia levied upon her, and she soon took 
her place among the Powers of Europe. 
Since that time she bas paid extraor-
dinary attention to the military strength 
of the nation, and has spent money 
la,·ishly to elevate it to a formidable posi-
tion. The French nation expended last 
year on the army $120,000,000, and its 
strength is estimated to apprnach 500,000 
men. Many Frenchmen cherish the hope 
that some <lny in the nem· future they 
may regain the lost districts of Alsace 
and Lorraine. At nny rate the military 
preparations in France justify the fears of 
Germany, in watching with a jealous ~ye 
the movements across the Rhine. 
Bismarck is said to have declared that 
he cared little for the cc,nduct of Bulgaria, 
but the necessity of German armaments 
is due to the French. 
In fact, all French newspapers prom 
that France is mnking preparations to 
fight, and is making sacrifices for the 
thorough equipment of her armies. Both 
nations seem to be wirle awake, aU<l 
1 
viewing each othc1· in deadly hatred and 
envy. 
In case of hostilities the chances for 
success are nicely poised. The French 
can bring into the field over two million 
of men, whi!,.,t the rE'sources of Germany 
are m·en greater. A struggle between 
these two countries would prove the most 
deadly in the annals of modem history. 
As the nutumn advances we naturally 
look forward to the elections which it 
lirings with it. This fall's elections are 
extremely important, and may affect se-
riously the present political state of 
affairs. There will be elections held in 
every State of the Union with the excep-
tion of three, namely, Oregon, Maine and 
Vermout, where solid Republican delega-
tions have already been sent to Congress. 
Three southern States also ha,·e held 
• 
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State elections, resulting in the usual 
Democratic majorities. 
A few years ago the 2d Tuesday in Oc-
tober was election day in many of the 
States, but now it has totally changeJ, 
October elections having become extinct 
with the constitutional amernlments of 
Ohio and West Va. This arraugen,eut 
has itsadvantages as well as disad ,·antages. 
In presidential years it throws county, 
state, and national elections together, thus 
saving great expense to the State; but 
whilst it does this, it also offers a wider 
field for c,>rruption by swapping of candi-
dates, especially county for State offices. 
T_he most important ft>ature of this 
year's elections will be the choice of a 
new Congress. The Democrats now 
have a majority of 45 in the Hourn; 
whilst the Republicans have a small ma-
j_odty in the Senate. The Democrats en-
tertain great hope of overcoming the Re-
pn blican majority in the Senate; whilst 
the Republimns, lik11wise, hope to con-
trol the next Honse. 
The leading issue between the parties 
will be the tariff, though neither party 
is thoroughly united upon this issue. 
Another important feature of this fall's 
election is the choice of State Legislatures, 
as the terms of twenty-five U. S. Sena-
tors expire on the 4th of next March. 
Of this uumber six have already been 
elected, resulting in a Democratic gain of 
one, Mr. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Of the remaining 19 whose term ex-
pires, 9 are Democrats and ten Republi-
cans. If four Republicans could be re-
placed by Democrats, they would then 
have control of the Senate. But uncer-
tain is the field of politics. 
; . SCIENTIFIC NOTES. 
THE COMING METAL.-It is preclided 
that al nminum is the coming metal, 
which is destined to supersede iron. It is 
the most abundant metal in the earth's 
crust -, and is not exceeded in usefulness. 
It is the metallic base of mica, feldspar, 
slate and clay. It is present in gems : 
colored blue in the sapphire, green in the 
emi'ratd, yellow in tiie topaz, red in the 
ruby, brown in the emery, and so on to 
the white, gray, blue and blac-k of the 
·slates and clays. It bas nenr been 
found in a pure state, but is known to 
-exist in combination in nearly two lnrn-
:dred different minerals. Corundum and 
-pu_re emery are ,-cry rich 
.which constitutes about 
cent. -0f their snLstanee. 
in aluminum, 
fifty-four per 
The metal is 
white and next to silver in luster; it is 
as light as chalk, or only one third th~ 
weight of iron, or one fourth that of 
silver; is as malleable as gold, as tenaci-
ous as iron, and harder than steel. It is 
,soft when ducility, fibrous when tenacity, 
and crystalline when hardness is required. 
It melts at 1:300° Fahr., or at least 600° 
below the melting point of iron, and it 
neither oxydizes in the ail- nor tarnishes 
in contact with gases. 
An ancient-probably pre-historic-
British ,·essel has been found at Brigg, 
Lincolnshire, England, in the course of 
making an excavation of the g!·ound fo1· 
a new gas-holder. It is cut out of a solid 
piece of wood, and measures forty-eight 
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feet in length, fifty-two inches iu witlth, I substances, c.'Ombiue to re111ier the iuvestL 
and thirty-three inches in depth. It is gation laborious, protracted, and costly. 
in a remarkably goo<l state of prcscrrn-
tion, because, probably it was imbeddecl 
in a clay soil, whil'h excluded the air. 
An ancient ,roodcn causeway was dis-
covered in the same neighborhood a few 
years ago. It was made of squared ba !ks 
of timber fifteen feet long and ten inches 
square, which had been foskncd ro the 
l'arth by pegs dri,·ei1 through holes in the 
ends. 
1\1. Blanch:irtl conceives that the recent. 
aeismic catastrophe in New -Z;ealaml lends 
probability to his theory that that i,:lund 
is one of the remnants of a :formerly ex-
isting Australian continent that has bceu 
submerged. E,·idence ,,·us wuntecl of 
the liability, present or past, of the 
regions to shocks severe cuough to suggest 
that former stronger shocks might have 
produced such phenomena of submer-
gence as he predicates. The lute shock was 
one of the kind. 
During the last nine years chemist,; have 
proclaimed no less than 34 new elemen-
tary botlies. 
Of these 3-i bantlings, however, but 
5 or 6 have smvi,·ecl the scrntiny of the 
doctors, two or three are now in preca-
rious health, and the remaimle1· have been 
cremated without reremouies. 
Of the youthful survivors c:ompara-
tively little is known, their character be-
iug rnverely tested, and their future des-
tiny and utility are yet uncertain. The 
extreme rarity of the minerals in which 
the new elements ha vc been detected, the 
excessively small percent:ige of the new in-
greclients, the extraordinary clifficultil'S 
attending their sep:iratiou from known 
A P.ETR{FIED HUMAN.-ln a cave 
near Pocahontas, on the New-Rive~ di-
vision of the Norfolk and \Vestern rail-
road, a petrified child was found a fow 
days ago standing or leauing against the 
side of the cil\'e, the head and face being 
plainly visible :ind distinct. The top 
part of the head shows the naked skull; 
this is where the ,rater was fo~nd drip-
ping on the body. The balance of the 
body is rock, but the shape of the child 
is plain and distinl'tly visible. 
This IVOll(]erful otatue is now in the 
possession of Captain John A. Burch-
field, a condLwto1· on the New-Ri,·er di-
\'i ·ion of the Norfolk and Western rail-
road, who lin·s at New River, Pulaski 
county, V:1., where it was seen by the 
writer, standing in one corner of his par-
lor. It stands erect, and seems to ha,·e 
died with its arms tied behind and fas-
tened to the side of the cave. How it got 
in the cave, ancl how long it had be<>n 
there, no one knows.-Dispatch. 
CAST GLASS RAIL .-Friedrich Sie-
mens, of Dresden, has succeeded in cast-
ing glass in the same way as metal is 
cast, and obtaining an article correspond-
ing to cast metal. This mst glass is hard, 
not dearet· in production than cast iron, 
and has the uclvantage of transparency, so 
that all flaws can be detected before it is 
applied to practical use. It will be much 
less exposed to injury from atmospheric 
influences than iron. The process of pro-
duction is not difficult, the chief feature 
being rapid cooling. The hardness and 
resisting power of this C'JSt gla s are so 
great that experiments are being just now 
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carried out at the Siemens glass foundry 
at Dresden with the purpose of ascertain-
ing whether the material could be em-
ployed for rails ou railways. 
A: sample of these glass sfoeper,:; re-
cently tester! at the Anderst<,n Fonndry 
Company (Limited), Glasgow, resisted a 
falling weight of 3¾ cwt., falling upon a 
rail placed upon the sleeper set in sand 
ballast, commencing at 6 inches and ris-
ing by succeeding increments of 6 inches 
up to 9 feet 6 inches-the maximum , ele-
vation to which the test ram coul<l be 
elevated-without effect until the blow 
had been repeated for the sixth time. 
Cast iron sleepers are expectrrl to with-
st:md a similar test up to 7 feet only. 
The cost of ghss sleepers will be con,;id-
erably less than that of either cast iron or 
steel, while the material is practirally 
imperishable as regards climatic changes 
and influences, or th., ravages of such in-
sects as the white ant. 
TouGKENING WooD.-It is claimed . 
that by a new pro<·ess white wood can be 
made so tough as to rcq u ire a cold-chisel 
to split it. This result is obtained by 
steaming the timber an,l submitting it to· 
end pressure, tcchnicall~, "upsetting it," 
thus compressing .the cells and fibers into 
one compact mass. It i:; the opinion of 
those who have experimentc il with the 
process that wood can Le compressed 
seventy-five per cent., and that ,:;ome 
timber which is now considered unfit for 
use in such work as caniage lmil1ling 
could be made ,·aluable . by this means. 
Iron Age. · 
Action of Light upon Eyeless Animals. 
In the proceedings of the Vienna Academy 
Mr. Graber describes some experiments 
that prn~·e that animals deprived ofeycs are 
sensiti\·c to light. He took a box dh·ided 
into three compartments by parallel par-
titions, each of which was provided with 
two neighboring apertures. One of these 
latter he eoYcre<l \\'ith a piece of wood, 
and exposed tl1e box to the light. · Iu 
this way, half of each compartment was 
lighted, ,l'hile the other was dark. Then 
he put a uumbcr of earth\\·orms into each 
compartment, and distributed them as 
equally as possible. From time to time, 
he remo\·ccl the ro,·er of the box and 
counted the worms that were opposite the 
open aperture and those that were oppo-
site the closed one. Then he distributed 
them equally to the right and left, and 
put in more every four hours. The re-
sults of SC\·cral cxperi men ts were that 
there was a total of 210 worms in the 
dark parts nnd 40 in the lighted ones. 
As, at the beginning of the experiment, 
the worms were <listributed equally over 
the surface of the box, Mr. Graber con-
cluded that 85 (that is, two fift.hs) had 
shunned the light. He likewise studied 
the action of different rays npon these 
animals, and, by employing red and blue 
glass, for example, found that the worms 
manifested a markeil preference for red 
Iight.-La Nature. 
According to M. Mantegazza, 64 per 
cent. of the Itali:ms ha\·e chestnut, 22 
per cent. black, 11 per cent. blue, and 3 
per cent. gray eyes ; 71 per cent. of them 
haYe chestnut, 26 per cent. black, and 3 
per cent. blonde hair. More than three 
fourths of the people have abundant hair. 
Southem Italy excels Northern Italy in 
this respect. In Tuscany the poor heads 
of hair preponderate (58 against 42 per 
. cent.) and baldness is most common there. 
The color of the beards docs not always 
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correspond with that of the locks. Gen-
erally, of ten thousand young men exam-
ined for military senice; t1renty were 
rejected for premature baldness and fifty-
two for diseases of the scalp. A few cases 
of red hair are fonud, and in one com-
mune this color is predominant. The 
origin of this colored hail- is su hject to 
discussion. Some think it has come 
down from an almost extinct race; others, 
that it is a mere physiological accident, 
from which 110 conclusion can be drawn. 
PRIZE FOR A w AR-SHIP DESIGN.-
The Navy Department offers a prize of 
$15,000 for the best de!"ign for a 1rrtr 
ship. 
Mr. A. Sanson, a French scientist, 
states that from a comparison of animal 
and steam power, in France at least, the 
former is the cheaper motor. In the 
conversion of chemical or mechanieal 
energy ninety per cent. is lost in the ma-
chine, against sixty-eight in the auimal. 
He finds that the steam horse power, 
contrary to what is generally belie,·ed, is 
often materially exceeded by the hor5e. 
The cost of traction on the Montparnasse-
Bastille line of railway he found to be 
for each car, daily, fifty-seven fraucs, 
while the same work done by the horse 
cost only forty-sc,·en franC'S; and he be-
lieves that, for moderate powers, the con-
version of chemical into mechanical en-
ergy is more economically effected 
through animals than through steam en-
gines. 
The ingenuit_\' of persons who "g et up" 
precious stones and mol'k pearls for "the 
trade" has been often commented upon 
and frequently censured. A London 
lapidary, who works in the groo,·e indi-
cated, was called upon a few months ago 
in a court of law to explain his mode of 
procedure. "I make all my imitations 
out of real stones," was his reply to the 
judge. On being asked to be more P.X-
plicit, he said: "Perhaps I possess some 
pale stones which are of small \'aluc; 
these I ~lit by the aid of my tools ; 
then introducing a deeper tone of color I 
join them together again, having consid-
erably increased thei1· salable value." 
In this manner the colors of mirny stones 
are said to be intensified, such as emer-
alds, sapphires, amethysts and others. 
Dr. Van Marter, of the Eternal City, 
has been delving among the Etruscan 
tombs, and has resunected skulls which 
antedate the Christian era by. at least 
600 years, and which discover the exist-
ence in those early times of the art ·of 
dentistry. False teeth have actually 
been found in these hurnan and echolei:s 
caverns. The toothache is not a " lost 
art.,'' neither is artificial teeth making a 
new one; it is simply an old art revived. 
Mr. Blanford, meteorological reporter 
to the Government of India, is testing 
from year to year a theory of a connection 
between the Himalayan ~now-fall and the 
monsoon, to the effect that the later and 
heavier the snow-fall in winter and 
spring, the latrr and feebler would be the 
following monsoon. The forecast,-, ac-
cording to this theory, were fairly accu-
rate last year. This year they appear 
favorable to a prompt monsoon and 
abundance of rain. 
A green rose is one of the newest pro-
ductions of botanical science. 
The first case of the admission of a 
\\'Oman to the French Academ>· of Science 
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orcurred on the 28th of June, ·when 
· Sophie Kow1ewska, · Profe1:sor of Mnth-
·ernatics at the University of Stockholm, 
and daughter of the eminent paleontolo-
gist, was recei,·ed as a member. Admiral 
J urien de la Gravieve, President of the 
Academy, ma<le her a graceful nddress of 
,relconw, aud she took her scat bct\\'ern 
General Fa,·e an<l M. Chen·eul. 
Faded ink cnn he restore<l so as to rtn-
der the writing kgible by passing a brush, 
\\'Ct in a solution of irnlphidc <,fammnni:i, 
on ·r the writing. 
LOCAL"s. 
No more fun, 
GonP, I trow, 
Red-tape business 
No more now. 
At our work, 
Dry and tough; 




'on the campus 
No more heard. 
Mama's pet, 
Loved a Jot, 
Now homesickness 
Has forgot. 
Now he's learned, 
(Uard his luck) 
Him self in bed at 




Out of mind. 
Now and then 
Billet domr, 
Give poor student 
Case of blues. 
A nswcrs soon-
No more pain 
Until Cupid 
Shoots again. 
'l'oo much work, 
Blues can't la st, 




Keep s us ~tirri11g 
All th e \\'CCk. 
Write, clear fricntl~-
)[ake no fu ss 
If you new'r 
llea·r fro111 n, . 
So " ·c se nd 
.Afcssen-,qaire; 
It tells what we're 
Doing liere. 
1-14 State-Fair tickets \\'ere sold to the 
stllllents. 
1--17 matriculates to date. 12 more 
than this time last session. 5 more than 
matriculated during the entire session, 
On our return to college, there \\'ere 
few changes and improvements that so 
took our eye as those made at the ':Stu-
de11 ts' Emporium." During the summer 
Mrs. Keil so remodelled her store that we 
coul<l har<lly realize it was the same place, 
until we got insi<lc and observed the pres-
ence of the l\fadam, which convinced us 
that it was the same old seYen-and-six in 
a new snit. We acl mire her enterprise, 
and if we hani't paid for it already, we'll 
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see that her notes <lon't go to protest. 
Read her ad. in this -~Icsscngei-. 
Tennis has at last beC'ome a populnr 
1-;ame at Richmond Col!C>ge. The first 
game was playecl here two years ago. The 
stu1lents IH'l'e slow to take it up. Last 
year, inter( •st in the game increased, :incl 
this se~;;ion ll'e start out with four clubs, 
all enthusiastic onr the gamr. We think 
the game is clestinecl to <letract int,n •st 
from om· other out-door anrnsemrnt~. 
Prof. Hanis has hncl printed at his 
own expense, arnl clistrilrnte<l among the 
sturlents, his "Scheme of Bible Study." 
It. is in neat pamphlet form, and ll'ill Le 
a material help to his ronrse of led 11res. 
Thomas l\Iemorial Hall has been fin-
ishc<l. Dr Ryland has shown magnificent 
taste in snperintencling the wo_rk. It will 
not Le lung, we trnst, before it will be 
second to no institution of the kind in tl1e 
South. 
Prof. P., while lecturing on thermotics, 
spoke of the non-conducting power of the 
earth, illustrating it Lr the coolness of a 
c:i.ve or cellar in the summer. Question-
ing next day, he asked: 
"l\Ir. C., where <lo you go on a hot 
summer's clay, when you want to keep 
cool?" 
J\1r. C.: "Well, you generally get nn-
der some big tree in the shacle." 
When one of our tennis dubs were on 
the eampu!-, entting the grass for a court, 
an<l l\Ir. F. in his shirt-slecvc.s was man-
fully pushing the mower, driving threads 
of '' earth's green carpet" before him like 
chaff before a cyclone, a kind-hearted lady 
driving by remarked to hc1· companion, 
"Poor . fellow, he missed his lesson to-
<lay, and now he is paying the penalty." 
The laugh of his club-mates ga\·e Mr. 
F. the gl'ins. 
On Thurioday, October 21st, the first 
foot-ball game of the season between 
Randolph-1\Jacon nnd Rirhmond College 
teams was played. The game was made 
up in consideration of the day being hol-
iday fur the Fuir, and was intended more 
for a pastime fo1· the morning hours than 
for a match. It was entirely too early in 
the season for a match-game, the teams 
having had too little time for practice, as 
was clearly shown in the contest. 
Randolph-Macon won the first three 
games and were declared victors. 
We hope that this will be an incentive 
to both teams lo practice hard for a few 
weeks and then have a real match-game 
that will reflect credit upon the winners. 
Tl,e1·e is scarcely any matter in our 
magazine that deserves a more careful 
reading at the hands of th2 stndents than 
the advertisements. 
This department shoulcl be a business 
guide for the college, ancl as far as pos-
sible the hou ses represented there shoulcl 
be patronized by us. 
It repre·sents the leading mcrchcints of 
Richmond, ancl with our acquaintance of 
them we are ready to give our word for 
it that nowhere can purchases be made 
on better terms or with fairer dealing. 
The financial support of our paper 
comes largely from its adv ertisements, 
and it is but just that the fa\·ors of these 
men should be reciprocated by the stu-
dents, rather than spending their money 
with concerns that give the Business l\fau-
I 
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ager a rebuff when he approaches them 
for an ad. 
Almost eyery line of trnd_e is rep1·e-
sented in om· columns, and we urcre everv I:> J 
student, before making any purchase, no 
matte1· how small, to see that his patron-
age is bestowed upon a patron of the Me_s-
senger. 
We have been tempted to call Mr. C. 
aside and whisper a word of advice in 
his ear to cantion him against making a 
laughing-stock of himself by his most ri-
diculous efforts to pun on all -occasions. 
But we think he is entitled to a few more 
days of grace before we try to make the 
"sit," for the following observation : Ho 
obsen·ed thus : "Boys, all this mixed-up 
accentuation in Greek is a humbug. If 
I had my way I'd take the acute and cir-
cumflea: both and put them in the gl'Gve." 
This reminds us of the following dia-
logue, which occurred in the Greek class : 
Mr. S.: "Professor, what is the mean-
ing of this word ? " 
Prof. of Greek: "Look for it, Mr. S." 
Mr. S. : ''l can't find it." 
Prof.: "Mr. S., hunt up the root." 
Mr. S.: "I have ·hunted, Professor, 1 
root and brnnch, and I can't fincl it." 
The students !N"e gratified to learn tlrnt 
arrangements have been made for n series 
of Biblical lectures to be delivered bi-
weekly at the college during the present 
session. 
Those of us who were here '84-5 re-
mcniber with pleasure and profit n comse 
of Biblical lectures from our professors 
and other aLle theologi!ms, and the ab-
sence of them from our schedule last yeai· 
,,as a subject of universal regret among 
us. " re now look forward with delight to 
the intellect.nal feast before us. 
The first of the series was delivered 
Wednesday, Odobcr 6th, and if we mny 
hope that its standard will be fairly ap-
pronched throughout the course, we lta,·e 
every right to congratulate ourseh·es upon 
what we have in store. 
The meeting \\"ni> largely attended by 
professor~, students and visiting friends, 
when Re, ·. George Cooper, D. D., pastor 
of First Baptist church of this city, 
lectured on "The Fall of Man." 
Dr. Cooper has no more ardent ad-
mirer s in Richmond than the students of 
the college, and we hope he will visit us 
freq ucntly as friend and c0unsellor. 
The second lecture was delivered, Oc-
tober 28th, by Rev. W. E. Hatcher, D. 
D., on "The Character of Joseph." He 
had certainly made a careful study of his 
subject, aq,d sustainrd his reputation 
among us as au nttractive speaker. Dr. 
Hatcher is :rn old friend of the students, 
and we were glad to have him with us 
on this occasion. 
The following communication \\'US 
found on one of the student's tables, who 
permits us to publish it with the transln-
tion taken from "Burnett's Floral Hand 
Book." He explained that he and a 
friend had written it to two young lady-
friends who had senl him the '' Floral 
Guide," with sevrral emblems marked, 
also their tin types : 
Our dear "Zenn::e": 
Accept our "Bell Flowers" for the 
"Roses, Cabbage," which were 110 less a 
"Pleurisy Root'' thnn a "Truffie." Truly 
yonr ''Rose, Burgundy" is only exceeded 
by your "Everlasting (Grnphalium)." 
Its arrfral brought a '' Lily of the 
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Valley" to "Sunflmrerl', Dwurf," whom 
a long "Trump<:t Flower" hacl nrndc 
"Corchorus," but 11ot "Lotu!'." 
Our album which is "Rose, T(•a" has 
become "Mngnolia, Grandifloll"cr" l,y 1hr 
"Hornbrans" CClntributed. 
They pers011ily "Mallow," "Jer-sa-
mine, yell<,\\'," 1111<1 ''Hibiscus." Toone 
we suid: '·Ro,C', Austrian," to the other, 
"Daphne, O<lora." 
Our '·Yew" o,·<r your "\\;ormwoo<l," 
and "Tou('h-me-n<,t Bnl,am" for )"ClUI" 
return <lri ,·es ns to "CyprcFs" and "Cy-
press ancl 1\farigolcl ," but ne,·er a "Ros<:, 
yellow." 
Our "~now-drop" is our "Polyantliu s" 
th::it you will "Plum Tree," for you sai(l 
"Phlox" . ·. we ,rill ha\'e '' Dock," 
''Chinquefoils" believing "Pinc" will not 
"Pimpernel" you. 
This is not "Bladder-Nut Tree" 11or 
"Venus' Looking-Gluss," we hope not 
"Snapdrllgon"; though "Rose, Carolina" 
yet we make a ''Ros<', 1vloss-Rosebud." 
We must say "Pinc, Spruce" 
"Dahlia" in "Honeysuckle." 
It is translated th us : 
Olli' dear "Absent Friends" : 
Accept our "gratitude" for the" Am-
bassadors of Love," which were 110 le,-s 
a "Cure for heart-ache" than a "Sur-
prise." 
Truly your "Unconscious Beauty" is 
only exceeded by your "Ne,·cr-ceasing 
remembrance." 
Its arri\'al brought a "Return of hap-
piness" to "Your dcYoted r.dmirers," 
whom a long "Separution" had made 
"Impatient of absence," but not "For-
getful of the past." 
Our album which is "alwuys Leauti-
ful" has become "Peerles.,; and prond" 
by the "ornaments" contributed. 
They pe1·sonify "Sweetness," "Grace," 
aml "Delicate beauty." To one we said, 
"Thot1 art all that is lo\·cly "; to the 
other, "I \\'ould not have yqu otherwisf'." 
Our ''Sonow" o\'er yom' "Absence" 
and "lmpatirucc" for your ret11rn dri,es 
us to" l\fourning" and "Despair," but 
never a "DccreaHe of love." 
Our "Consolation" is our ''Confidence" 
that you will "Ke<'p your promises," for 
yon said "'Our hearts are u11ited,'" 
thereforf' \\'e ll"ill huYe "Patience," "Be-
10\·ed children,' ' liclie\"ing that "Time" 
will not "Change" you. 
This is not "F'ri,·olous Amusement'' 
nor "Flattery,'' we hope not "Presump-
tiou"; though "Lo\"e is dangerous,'' yet 
\\'C make a "Ccmfession of love." 
\Ve m 11st say "Farewell" 
"Forever thint" in 
'' Bonds of Lo\'e." 
.l\Ir. C. says the reason he slept in his 
shoes the other nigl1t was in deference to 
the kind suggestion of Mr. r\. He pro-
tests against the idea that the latc ,·ii-it 
of the toe-pullrrs hat! anything to do with 
it. 
On S:1t11rday evening, OctoLer 2d, 
our Y. l\L U. A. held its first meeting of 
the sessiou. The roll of last year was 
called ; and to its 68 names only 43 \\·ere 
present t,J respond. It was one of the 
largest meetings we haYe e,·er held, but 
we Fadly missed many familiar faces as 
their names were called, to which there 
was no answer. \Ve felt that indeed their 
places were empty, .md realized that trnly 
the chord that bound us together in ses-
sions past, strengthened from time to 
lime by our associations together, none 
more dearly memorable than those of our 
chapel, had been se,·ered." 
Yet our roll was not allowed to shorten 
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by onr misfortune. To the 113 old names 
were added those of 26 new stuclenti;:, 
which sustained its former length, and 11·c 
are plcn~e<l t~ know there nre n;ore lo fol-
low. 
The Association was addressed liy 
brethren who li:1\"e been accustomerl while 
at collrge to spend their Sunday after-
noons in miesion m>rk. 
It ,ras sho;vn that very pro£tulile work 
!ind been done at the Penitentiary Sun-
day Sc·hool and ou1· other stat ions, and 
th:.:t the outlook \\"as good for the present 
sess1011. 
Appeals were made to ol<l arnl new 
slu<lents to enlist in the 11·ork, 1d1ich 
\\"en: generously rcsponrJ.,cJ to on the af-
ternoon following, by as rna11y a<•eepting 
\\"ork in the different fields ns could he 
accommo<lntcd \\"ith it. 
The AssoC"iation then wt>nt into the 
election of officers for the msuing term, 
with the following result: President, ,las. 
D. Martin, of Pittsyh-aniu co.; Yice-
presid('nt, W. B. McGnrity, of Atlanta, 
Ga. ; corresponding secretary, C. L. 
Laws, of Loudon county; recording sec-
retary, C. A. Folk, of Tennessee; treas-
ur<'r, \V. F. Lewis, of Danville. 
The Assoeiation has nenr before in its 
history begun a session's work und~r more 
farnrable auspicl's, and we trust that Onr 
Father, in whose name we labor, shall 
"establish the work of onr hancls." 
At the meetings oftl1e Literary Societies 
held Friday e,·ening, Oct. 1st, the follow-
ing officers were elected : 
Philologian Society : President, C. D. 
Roy, of Atlanta, Ga.; vice-president, Jas. 
T. Noell, of Bedfor<l t·o ; recording 
secretary, J. W. Avery, of AlexatHlria; 
correspondiug secretary, A. l\f. Carroll, 
of Ashevill<', N. C.; censor, H. N. 
Quisrnherry, of Spotsylrnnia co.; critic, 
H. \\'. Jones, of \\'ai--hington co.; chap-
lain, A. J. Ra mscy ; st>rgeunt-at-arms, 
C. F. l\lcl\lullm1, Madison co.; · editors 
of Jllcsscngcr, H. W. Williams, \V. A. 
Bornm, C. R. Cr11ik8ha11ks; his-torian, 
H. \\'. Williams, of Sm} th co.; ktll 
manng:ers, T. R. Corr nnd 0. L. l\fartill. 
l\I u Sigma Rho Society: President, 
W. C. Rohinson,ofSnssex county; Yicc-
Presirlc11t, HerLert . F. Cox, of Rieh-
m ml; Censor, I-I. W. Straley, of West 
Vii- inia; Editors of Jllesscngrr, W. C. 
Tyre H. \V. Straley, R. C. Steanws; 
Recording Secretary, J. l\J. Wilbur, of 
Charleston, S. C.; Corrcspornling Secre-
tary, E. D. Clopt011, of Gloucester couu-; 
ty; Chnplain, 1:. P. Russell, ot' Norfolk; 
Treasurer, R. P. Rixey, of Culpeper 
county; Criti<', S. W. Dorset, of l'ow-
hatan county; Sergeant-at-Arms, C. \V. 
Trainham, of Richmond; Hall l\fonngcr, 
R. L. Motley, of Pittsylrnnia county. 
Joint Session : The report of the 
Business Manager of the Jlf(',Ssengr1· was 
read, sl:owing receipts for Inst session to 
have been $609.57; disburscments,$560.-
49; balance in treasury, $49.08. J\fr. 
W. A. Borum, of Norfolk, was re-elected 
Business Manager, with power to select 
nn a,sistant; for whidi positi011 Mr. \V. 
C. Robinson, of Sussex county, was 
chosen. 
At a joillt meeting of the Literary So-
cieties held Friday eYening, October 8th, 
the follO\ring paper 1ras presented : 
" 'l.'o the Societi<'s ·in Joint Session: 
"At a meeting of the Societif.'s held 
the latter part of lust session it was de-
cided that the member handing in the 
largest number of names ot new snbscri-
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bers to the J-fessen,qcl' with the cnsh, should 
be awrirdl'cl a liandrnrue siln·r m1tch, the 
c·ontest to clcBc Tucsdny nftcnwon, Octo-
ber 5tl :, at 5 o'clock. 
'' This adion was duly ach·erti;;ed in 
the JJfcsscrigc'I' and on the bulletin bonnl. 
'' At the close of the conkst we found 
that Mr. ,T. D. l\lartin, c,f Pitt3yh-ania 
county, was the successful cqmpl'titor, 
Respectfully, W. A. BorrnH, 
Business Manager." 
The result was receiYed with lou<l ap-
plause by the students. 
By request, Prof. Harri:; was prc;;ent 
to deli,·e1· l\fr. Martin his prize, ll'hieh lie 
did in his usual happy style. 
Tl1e JJiessengcr congrutulates her friend, 
l\Jr. Martin, and assures him that she 
fully appreciates his kindly interest in 
lier. She will remember his loyalty to 
lier, and when it is in her power, she "·ill 
cheerfully reciprocate the faYOrs shown. 
BIBLE STUDY Tms SESSroN.-The 
committee in charge of the eot!rse of Bib-
lical lectures for the cnrre11t session, p:'o-
po!i:e to coyer about half of the Old Trs-
tnmcnt, or from the beginning rlown to 
the times of King Solomon. This part of 
the Bible, including the Pentateuch, 
Joshua, Judges, Ruth, I. and II. Samuel, 
elewn chapters of I. Kings, I. Chronicles, 
uinc chapters of II. Chronicles, Joh, 
about four fifths of the P:;!llms, Provrrlis, 
EcdesiasteF, and Solomon's Sung, has 
been di,·ided into about t\\'O hundred and. 
fifty portions for daily rending through 
the sc3si0n. The readings arc arranged 
in chronological or<ler according to suL-
jeet or date of compositi:.1n. For exam pl<·, 
Kings arnl Chronicles, separate aecounts 
of the snmc persons, are read pari passn; 
such of the Psalms as ha, ·c any elenr 
hi,;toriral connection are pnt along with 
the eHnts to which they refer; and Sol-
on10n's writings are taken up in the 
midst of the aceouut of his reign. The 
aclvantages of- such an nrrangement for 
systematic am] carefu I rearling arc obvi-
Olll', and will appear e,·en more strikingly 
if, us we hope, the plan shall be c·on-
tinned next t'ession with the latter part 
of the Old Testamrnt-the period of the 
Prophets. 
The Daily Rca<lings arc further 
gronped as below under appropriate 
1 headings, and once a week, usually on 
Mondays at 7.30 P. M., Prof. Harri:; 
meets the students with some explanatory 
remarks on the connectiou, geography 
and so forth. 
Then about twice a month, at some 
hour of the moming, recitations are sus-
pencled, and all 1-t mlents, with such ,·isitors 
as may choose to attend, are invited to 
the chapel to hmr a fuller discussion of 
one or anothc1· point of special interest. 
To give some idea of the general 
cour se ire append a list of the weekly 
topics: 
Oct. -J.. The Primen1l World. Gen. 
i-xi. V. 
Oct. 11. Life of A brnham. Gen. xi. 
10-xxvi. 
Oct. 18. Life of Jacoh. Gen. xxvii-
xxx,·1. 
Oct. 25. Life of.Jo>'eph. Gen. xxxvii-
<'!Hl. 
Nov. 1 and 8. Hebrew Poetry and the 
Discussion of Divine Pro,·idl'n!'c. 13011k 
of Job. 
Kov. 15. Ddi\'crance of l>'l'at-1. Ex. 
1- XII. 
Toi ·. :22. ,Jm1rnc'}i-. to Sinai. Ex. 
Xlll-XXl \', 
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Nov. 29. The Talwrnack. Ex. xx,·- M( l 1-:1:. Saul the First King. J. 
end. Sam. ix-xxi. al](l Sl'nral Psalms. 
Dec. 6. The Regular Offerings. Le,·. Meli. 21. Later Years and Death. I. 
1-vu. Sam. xxii. JI. Sam. i.; I. Chron. x.; and 
Dec. 1:3. Duties of .Minist<'rR. L1·Y. seYeral Psal111f-. 
\'111-X\'. 
Dec. 20. Sol!'mn Days. Lf:,·. x,·i-
en<l. 
Dec. 27. The Martial Anny. Nu111. 
i-x. 10. 
Jan. 3. In the Wilderness. · :Num. 
--
x. 11-xxi. 
,Jan. 10. Approachi11gJonlan. Num. 
xxii-xxxvi. and r~alms CL and cvi. 
Jan. 17. Review , of the Law. Dcut. 
1-XJ, 
Jan. 24. Review of the Law. Deut. 
.. .. 
xn-xxvn. 
Jan. 31. Moses' Last Words. Deut. 
xx,·iii-cud and Psalms xc. and cxix. 
Feb. 7. CQnqucst of Cmiaan . Josh. 
i-xiii. 14. 
Feb. 14. Its Allotme11t. Josh. xiii-
15-end and Psalm lxHiii. 
Feb. 21. The Earlier Judg es. Jud. 
1-Xll, 
Feb. 28. The Latl'r Juclges. Jud. 
xiii-end, and Ruth. 
Mch. 7. Samud the Prophet. I. 
Chron. i-ix, and I. Sam. i-Yiii. 
About $40,000 is the amount saicl to 
have Leen received from the sale of 
paintingr, M the second annual Priz e 
Fund Exhibition at the American Art 
Galleries. 
At the Alleghm1y College the holiday 
has been changed froni Saturday to Mon-
day. Considerable dissati::Sactiou is ex-
pressed at the change. 
Dr. l\foCosh, of Princeton, has a, ·erngcd 
ten hours of study per day throughout 
Mch. 28. Arcession of DaYid. II. 
Sam. ii-,·ii. ; I Chron. xi-xvii. ; and 
Psalms. 
Apr. -1. Da,·ill's Troubles. II. Sam. ,·iii-
xiv.; I. Chron. xviii-xx. 3; and Psalm&. 
Apr. 11. ReLellions. II. Sam. xv.; I. 
Kings i.; I. Cbron. xx. 4-xxii. 1 ;· and 
Psalms. 
Apr. 18. The Temple Service. I. 
Chron. xxii. 2-rnd. 
Apr. 25. The Psalms of David. 
May 2. ·Accession of Solomon. I. Kings 
ii-iv.; and Solomon's Song. 
May 9. His Wisdom. Prov. i-xvii. 
May 16. AdmonitionR. Prov. x,·iii-
end. 
l\Iay 23. The Tern pie. I. Kings. ,·-ix. 9; 
II . Chron. i-\'ii. 
· May 30. Its Services. 
Psalms. 
Seltcted 
June 6. Greatness and \Veaknrss. I. 
Kings. ix. 10-xi.; TI. Chron. viii-ix.; and 
Ecclesiastes. 
his professional life. He has just passed 
his se,·enty-fourth birthday. 
Father of young girl : "I should think 
you \\'ouhl be satisfied after the treat-
ment you got here last night. I kicked 
yon do1Yn the front steps and set the dog 
on you, arnl he came back with a big 
piece of }Olll' trousers. Now, what do 
you \\'ant? 
Y ouug man : " I'd like that piece of 
doth, please." 
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OUR LETTER-BOX. 
[Queries may be addressed to the Letter-
Box, care Jle8u11ger.] 
"Evelyn."-There has been no arrival 
by the name you give. Are you particu-
ular that it should be handed to him 
only? 
"lVarwick."-We ha,·e only one dude 
this year and he is no! A i•ci·y big one. 
As soon as he can cure his corns he will 
wear shoes like the rest of us. 
"McA. & B."-Send them on and we 
ron possibly dispose of them for you; 
and if you happen to ha,·e any old or 
second-hand kuickerbockers in stock, 
we can get rid of them also for you. 
"Hellen."-All communications reject-
ed unless accompanied by photograph. 
"South Cai·olina."-W e must decide the 
bet in your favor, notwithstanding the 
large odds you receive. We have looked 
over chemistry notes for several sessions, 
and can only say that so far as we know 
it is a fresh joke. 
"Julius."-\Ve would aJviseagainst it. 
The chestnut-bell ought not to be rung 
in the class-room, even if the Professor 
does say "\V ell," ninety-six times d ul'iug 
one recitation. 
''Litchfield."-You underestimate our 
museum. ,Ye have seYeral things in it. 
Did you see the mummy and the exhibit 
from Luray Cave und thos1, Japanese 
coins and that stuffed wild cat? We 
have several things more to put in there 
as soon us they get old enough to be 
curiosities. Call around some time about 
1950, and you'll see a lot of new things. 
"Henrico."-No, that little fellow you 
see walking about the campus with his 
chin swuug off at an angle of 45 degrees, 
and hiR arms hanging like rainbows from 
hiA shoulders, he's not a profesrnr. That 
ie uot avoirdupois he carri es around; it 
is wind. He's made a few classes, but 
there is another fellow here who has done 
as well. We are looking for an ex-
plosion. 
"Shi·eveport, La."-Your contributions 
received. Thanks. Too late for this 
number. Will appear next time. 
"Pa1·is, France."-\Ve returned your 
thanks to Prof. P. for his instructions on 
Fahrenheit scale. 
".Augustus."-Wesympathize with you 
in your troubl<'s, but can hardly give you 
a suggeslion-ne,·er having been there. 
We would do :is she requests-return 
every lette1· :ind photograph. 
'' Ohester."-We wouldn'tobjecl to giving 
you a little notoriety, but not on the terms 
you suggest. Our advertising rates are, 
1 page one time, $5.00 in a<lvance. 
"X. Y. Z."-Our professors do not 
write for our columns; but we have their 
best wishes for our success. 
"Emperor FtedtJrick William." - We 
are proud to be able to answer rour in-
quiry affirmatively. We have set apart a 
table in our mess for the encouragement ot 
those who wish to prosecute their study 
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of your tongue. But we would like for 
you to suggest a better metho<l. We fin<l 
it impossible to <li,·ert their · atten-
tion from more practieal exerci~e. 
Dnring this exercise their remarks are 
few and to the point; and for fear of 
being misunderstood they resort to the 
pure olcl Ai1glo-Saxon. \Ve will render 
you any further assistance possiLle, this 
effort proving an absolute foilure. 
"New Student." -,v c would refe1· you 
to any of the magazines of fashion for 
the information desired. ( 1.) "' e arc 
not sun', but think that embr:Ji<lering on 
half hose this foll will be in Japanef'e 
letters. (2.) 'Ihc color of the cra,·at will 
match the eyes as nearly as possible. (3.) 
Yes, we think there is also an improYe-
ment in the . manufacture of bureaux. 
Like beds they have automatic adjust-
ment. This folds them up at pleasure 
into a hat-rack. And the "horrid, nasty 
coal-boxe,:," by new arrangement, may be 
inverted in the daytime to become a 
handsome set of 1:osewoocl book-sheh-es. 
The arl<lress of a young lady who is 
willing to correspond with a young man 
at college who has an occasional leisure 
hour he \\·ould be pleas ed to spend in 
this way, is desired by "Earnest," care 
Letter-Box. 
"Anxious Inquir cr."-One Rtudent hus 
tried sleeping with his shoes on; another, 
a steel trap at the foot of his bed ; and 
still another:, a patent, automatic, back-
action, self-cocking burglar alarm. You 
1 
can make your choice from any of these 
pre\'enti ,·es. 
"L."-The jokes you sent were copy-
righted, and pbC'etl in the British Mu-
seum 96254 B. C. They arc interesting 
for the perfect manner in wl1ich they h:we 
been handed down to UR, and we would 
like to pubfoih them, but are afr:iid of 
the authorities. 
"Con8tant Reader."•·-" Hoel Znggit.y" 
is an obsolete expression. At one time 
it was a com,m,n ejaculation among col-
lege students. It originated among the 
ancient Pf ktzhkts, tribe of the Kztvfs. 
All traces of the meaning of the expres-
sion ha\'e been 103t, so far as we know. 
PERSONALS. 
H. N. Phillip!;!, '85-6, was recently 
with us on a visit. · He is teachiug a graded 
school in Petersburg. 
R. D. Tucker will be with us in De-
cember. Add his name to the list of 
proepecth-e M. A.'s. 
W. C. A. Gregory has had to leave col-
lege, we hope for buL a brief Season, on 
account of sickness. 
C. L. Davenport, '85-6, is working his 
tobacco crops at his home in Halifax. 
Next to studying mathematics, we believe 
Davy would rather raise tobacco than do 
anything else. He may come in 011 us any 
day. 
C. W. Pritchett, M. D., '8 -1, has his 
shingle out in Pittsylvania county. We 
are told that he has a large practice. 
1- S. ,v. Dorsett, we regret to learn, 
has been compelled on account of bad 
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health to leave college. He is going to 
take charge of two churches in Tsle of 
Wight county. 
W. L. Lemon, '85, is preaching near 
Lunenburg Courthouse. We rP;joice with 
him in the success he has had since he 
entered upon his work. 
R. E. Jordan, '86, is in the tobacco 
business in South Boston. 
D. H. Marrow and J. R. Thomas, '86, 
are studying medicine at the Richmollll 
Medical College. 
R. A. Wilbur, '86, is in Corning, N. 
Y ., in the dentist office of his brother, 
studying for that profession. 
R. A. Tucker is in Amherst teaching 
school. We hoped to have him with us 
this session. 
Charles L. Jones and John A. Bun-
~ick, '86, are at the University. 
B. R. Bostick, '86, is teaching school 
at his home in Lawtonville, S. C. 
W. W. Morton, '86, is in business in 
Richmond with his father. 
W. Y. Quisenberry is at the Seminary 
in Louisville. What Philog. can take his 
place? 
Thos. N. Ferrell, of Danville, '85, 
Two:daughters of the Priuce of Wales, 
whose ages are sixteen and fourteen re_ 
spectively, have made the tricyle famous. 
They think nothing of taking a run of 
fifty miles in a day. 
Cavalry regiments in the Prussian 
army are being carefully drilled in the 
art of swimming their horses across 
rivers. At the word ''Dismount!" the 
passed through Richmond a few days 
since on his way to De:troit, Mich., com-
bining business and pleasure in his trip. 
B. T. Gunter, Jr., '86, is at the Uni-
versity this session. 
Frank Lyon, '85, came on to attend 
the Fair. He entered the bicycle race 
and woo the honors. Frank is good at 
almost anything. 
W. R. Fitzgerald, '85, was in the city 
Fair week. He is in the tobacco busi-
ness in Danville. 
Alfred Bagby, B. A. '85, is tearhing 
this year in King and Queen county. 
H. DeB. Burwell, '85, will graduate 
this year at the Richmond Medical Col-
lege. 
Conway Myers, '85, has signed with 
Baker & Farren Comedy Company, and 
will leave November 1st on a western 
tour. 
Lawrence W. Wilson, '85, is studying 
dentistry at the Dental College in Balti-
more, and reports himself much please1I.' 
Sam. V. Fiery, '85, is studying med-
icine at the Maryland University. 
Jeter G. Dickinson, '86, is principal of 
a graded school in Charles City county. 
soldiers divest themselves of their cloth-
iug, which with their weapons, etc., is 
placed upon a raft, which is swiftly fer-
ried across the river, while the men take 
the horses 1.,y the head with one hand 
and swim with the other. The feat is 
said to be performed with the utmost 
precision and rapidity, whole regiments 
crossing and recrossing in au astonish-
ingly short time. 
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EXCHANGES. 
Although by no means the easiest posi-
tion on the corps of e<litors, still we 
hardly think that there is any other de-
partment of an editor's duty from which 
he c:an derive more genuine pleasure and 
thorough improvement than in the man-
agement of the Exchange office. 
Accordingly, as we take charge of this 
part of the ~Messenger, ,~bile we feel that 
our inexperience will alloy the pleasure 
we shall derfre from it, we nevertheless 
hope that we shall have the capacity to 
utilize this opportunity of acquiring in-
formation by carefalJy studying this de-
partment of other h1agazines, and that 
we may also gain experience and profit 
from out· own mistakes. 
Exchange editors appear to us to be 
situated as knights in · a tournament, 
their armor being as varied and mani-
fold as their number. As we look upon 
the field at this early day of '86-7 all is 
joyous, calm, m;d serene. By and by, 
howe,·er, unless we prophesy in vain, in 
different directions, "They of the quill," 
probably two ar,d two, will courteously 
break a lance with one another, and pos-
sibly there may be a general melee, in 
the midst of which it will be impossible 
to see which way the advantage lies, but 
after the dust and confusion shall have 
passed :rn:a.r, we feel quite sure that the 
"Conservatism of the College Press" will 
nobly proclaim tlie victory of the true 
and right. 
We cannot refrain from expressing the 
hope that no participant may, in the heat 
of debate and controversy, so forget him-
self that, by some discourteous remark 
.or unworthy aet, he .may lay himself 
liable to have his shield reversed and to 
be set up as an object of public derision, 
We might also add that these thoughts 
and remarks are intended to refer to the 
company of Exchange editors as a whole, 
and are not made with any desire to indi-
rectly lay down the gauntlet, for we, being 
inexperienced and unskilled, should much 
prefer at present to occupy the position 
of an observer, and ·by watching the 
"masters," gain inforirnttion, if perchance 
by some unaccepted criticism we should 
provoke a controversy at some later day; 
but we think that space and propriety 
will not admit of anything further in this 
connection, and so "Laissez aller." 
No exchange comes to our table that 
is superior to the Troy Polytechnic in 
general a ppearanc:e, order of arrangement, 
and excellence of paper. · 
Its reading matter, too, is n,ot without 
interest, and we think that it is a _ g<?od 
model in a gre>at many respects. 
Among our new exchanges our atten-
tion was particularly drawn to the Ch1·is-
tian Voice, the official organ of Y. M. 
C. A. of Norfolk and Portsmouth. 
It comprehends within its pages, news 
and articles concerning all the Christian 
movements of the day, including the gener-
al work of the Association, facts anrl dots 
about the different denominations, and 
observations on general education · ili1d 
tempernnce. We know of no weekly that 
contains a larger :i:nd more complete stock 
of religious information than this. 
In looking over the Lehigh Bivrr. we 
were struck rriost favorably by the sound 
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sentiments expressed 111 their leading ' 
editorial. 
The editors, after modest!\' disc:laim-
ing any exi)ecfatiu ·n of getting-out a paper 
SU perior to that of theit- predecessors, 
go on fo say tha't . they sincerely desire 
that the paper shall continue its upward 
strides during their term of office; that 
they propose to make it the true expo-
nent of their college affuit-s, and also to 
assist other co11ege journals, as fur as they 
can, by can<:lid and kindly criticism. 
\Ve applaud such senti:71en ts, Messrs. 
Editors, and think that, as for as that 
ptrt of the paper immediately contributed 
by the editors, is concerned, it bears evi-
dence to the genuineness of your profes-
sions; but if you will a11ow us, we would 
offer the suggestion that the general body 
of students be roused up to contribute 
more to the literary department and not 
content themselvrs · to be represented by 
an article like "The ,Judge's Story' ·' alone. 
,ve remember to ha\"e read a counterpart 
of this story somewhere in the Fourth m· 
Fifth Reader, butthink it better to have 
it at least mixed with something more 
solid in a university magazine. Now if 
the title of our worthy contemporary was 
only Chestnut Bu,-r. 
However, we suppose the "Judge 1' 
wishes to be noted, like Chief-Justice 
Marshall, for example,for his simplicity. 
.We are glad to welcome among our ex-
changes the Yfr_ginia E'nterprise. We 
were not smprised to find that it abound-
ed in wit, hnmor, aud reatlable informa-
tion of all kinds, for we knew fhe editor, 
l\Jr. Ramsdell, ,vhen he was a student 
here at college, and have often enjoyed 
his sparkling originality and inimitable 
mimicry. 
,v e are gla1l, therefore, to renew om· 
acquaintance with him mediately through 
the Enterprise, nnd anticipate much plea-
sure from the connection. 
The Noi·mal News, ofConrtlanrl, N. Y., 
comes to us in an enlarged forn,. ,v e 
are glad to see this, as also every other 
advance in our excha11ges, and think that 
if the News woulJ add to its other excel-
lencies a cover of different colored paper, 
with no advertisements on it, and a larger 
amount of literary matter, there would be 
no fault in it of snch magnitude as to call 
'for any special notice. Will the New11 ac-
cept our tli:rnks for the following : 
"In the Richmond Oollr_ge l,fe~sengci·, 
three articles appear which should have 
a wider circulation than they will proba-
bly have in a college paper. The sub-
jects treated are 'The Development of 
Leadership,' 'Boswe11-The Satellite,' 
'Morals and Mathematics.' These ora-
tions show a maturity of thought and 
reasouing, a roundness of periodi;i, and 
smoothness of finish, which render them 
models worthv the attention of all 
students." · 
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COLLEGE NEWS AND FUN. 
Mr. Gladstone's Lit of a book on . the 
Irish question added $5,000 to the jin-
gling guineas in his purse. 
Honorable Henry ,v entworth Monk, 
M. P., of Ottawa, Canada, wants to build 
a capital of the earth in Palestine, an<l he 
thinks that the job could be done for 
about $10,000,000. An irreverent con-
temporary sugge::ts Monkey as a good 
name for the proposed capitol. 
An Egyptian university at Cairo bad 
an attendance of over 4,000 students in 
986, and ten years ago had a faculty of 
231 pro:fossors, aud an attendance of 
7,695 students. Its library contains many 
old and valuable manuscripts.-E-v. 
Teacher: ",vhat is velocity?" Pu-
pil: "Velocity is what a man puts a hot 
plate down with." 
"Is your son studying the lnnguages ?" 
inquired the visitor, of Mrs. Bently, 
whose son George is at college. '' Ob, 
yes," Mrs. Bently replied; "it was only 
yesterday that he writ home for money to 
buy a German student lamp and a French 
clotk."-New Yol"k Sun. 
Richard of Bury, tutor of Edward III. 
and Bishop of Dmfo,m, founded the first 
public library known in England. 
The Catacombs of Rome contain the 
remains of over 6,000,000 persons. 
Olin·r Wende11 Holmes read a poem 
in Boston recently which he wrote and 
published anonymously. Three different 
people have claimed it as their own, and 
the Doctor says he could name them if he 
chose to. The difference between Holmes' 
poems and ours is that 110 one has ever 
clai:ned ours.-Texas Siftings. 
Eighty-one and a quarter tons of qui-
nine were used in this country during 
the past year, yet that did not prevent 
t.he shake in Charleston. 
People run away from a dog that acts 
as though it might be mad, for fear of 
hydrophobia, yet they run after a train, 
and a medical journal declares that 
deaths from hydrophobia bear but a small 
proportion to those resulting from the 
daily, incessant, desperate efforts to catch 
the train. Moral : Run away from the 
train and after the dog. 
STATES. 
A gentle Miss., once seized with chill, 
Was feeling very, very Ill., 
When eame an Md. for to know 
If N. Y. service he could do. 
" O.," cried the maid (for scared was she), 
" Do you Ind. Tenn. to murder Me.?" 
" La.," cried the doctor, ''l Kan. save 
You from a most untimely grave 
If you will let me Conn. your case, 
And hang this liver pad in place." 
" Am Ia. fool ? " the patient cried. 
'' I cannot Del.," the man replied; 
" But no one can be long time Ill., 
Who Tex. a patent blue Mass. pill." 
" Ark.!" shrieked the girl, "I'll hear 
no Mo, 
Your nostrums are N. J.-No go._'' 
[ Utica Observer. 
When a thief steals five cents he does · 
not think half the dime that some day 
perhap(old nickle get him. 
The famous horse Virgil has just died 
in Kentucky. All classical scholars whQ 
arc familiar with Virgil will remember 
the "pony." 
Another year, it is predicted, there will 
be a Budhist temple in New York, if 
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sufficient Hindousements are offered to 
build it.-Boston Hrrald. 
"Base-hnll is now playeJ in Siberia, 
and when they wish to punish a pnrticu-
lnrly hardc11e1l criminal they make him 
act .us umpire." 
The college which has the most grad-
uates in Congress is the Univ,miity of 
Virginia; Harvard stand3 second, aud 
Yule third. 
One man in Gerrunny has made and 
sold 3,000,000 thermometers, and some 
one remarks, "That'd what yo1:1 might 
call making money by degrees." 
"I understand you are a graduate of 
Vassar, Miss Lucy. Did you ever study 
English literature to any extent?" "Oh, 
mercy, yes ; we had Hogg for breakfast, 
Bacon for dinner, Lamb for tea, and 
Lonr in the evening." 
"The Chestnut GonO'." -For vou he 0 • 
sail!, "I'1l gladly die, I've loved yon well 
alHl long." " The cruel girl made no re-
ply; she rang a chestnut gong." 
Another cold wave said the young man, 
when his two sisters and three cousins, 
standing in front of an ice-cream saloon, 
beckoned him to come over. 
There are twenty parsons whose gifts 
to colleges in this country aggregate ove1· 
$23,000,000. T,n·ee of these rich men-
Stephen Girard, John Hopkins, Asa 
Parker-gave over $14,000,000. 
An academy of arts, the first in South 
America, is being planned by Dom 
Pedro, Elllperor of Brazil. 
He alone ca11 successfully wield power 
who holds hi1~1sclf e\·er ready to lay it 
down.-Ohristian Index. 
An old durkey, t-ipeaking to a younger 
"\rard of the Nation" about electric 
street cars yesterday, said: . "Huh, boy, 
you see how dese white folks dun took 
away dem mules' job from em? Well, 
<lat's <le way dey is gwinc to do the poor 
1larkey. Fust thing you know day'll hab 
a plow what'll run right along without 
any niggP.r; and if dey don't do <.lat 
dey'll get some kind er seed what'll g1·ow 
without :my cultivation. Dcse white folks 
is powel'fol smart, they is." 
A bird's-eye view from Trinity spire, 
New York, would disclose, it is said, 16,-
000 saloons in sight-12,000 in New 
York, and 4,000 in ,Jersey City, Tewark, 
and Paterson. 
Pl'of. in l\Ieehanics: "Give an exam-
ple of a solid." Student: "A chair." 
Prof. : "Give some more." Student : 
" A lot of chairs." 
Prof. in Physics: " Did you e\·er see 
gravitation? 11 "No, sir." "Ever smell 
it?" " No, sir." " Feel it ? 11 ,,yes, 
,sir." Prof. (astonishe,1): "When, ~ir? 11 
"When I foll out of the apple-tree." 
''Well, how did it feel?" "Very at-
tractive, sir." 
. Swift said the reason a certain univer-
sity was a learned place, wns that most 
, persons took some learning there, and 
few prought any away with them, and so 
it accumulated. 
It is sairl that Yale spent $14,000 in 
th<! college year just past fo1· foot-ball, 
base-hall, and boating. 
One of the college papl:)rs tells a story 
of President Hopkins. The President, 
meeting on a cur a student whose charac-
te1· for sobriety was not good, an<l whose 
appearance was an evidence of a recent 
debauch, approached him and solemnly 
and reproachfully said, "Been on a 
drnnk. " "So have I," was the imme-
date reply. 
The average size of the American fam-
ily is 5.01. The decimal probably repre-
> 
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sen ts the du<le, but the statisticiaus have j stone; on the first floor are tlie lockers; 
got it rather large. · bath-rooms, Lase-ball cage and bowling 
The Texas Univers'ity says : • alley ; on 'the second, ,·arious kinds of 
The editor has found among the papers 
I 
apparatus; in the gallery a sawdust track 
of the eccentric and Jameuted Slouch, a exteuding around the room. 
notice of whose dissolution accompanied Farmers say that it is an indication of 
the publication of his poem "Busted"- poor soil when nothing but this yellow 
a dictionary-some of the very unique frizzy, fox-tail grass will grow. What 
definitions of which we sultioin. The would they think if they were to see the 
whole dictionary will be issued in l,ook- upper lips of a few of our seniors? 
form next month. No lessons are so impressive , a'3 those 
Bug: See Bed. our mistakes teach us.- Woolsey. 
Bust : Look at Zero. A young poetess told her '' secret to a 
Cat: A species of nightingale iudige- sweet wild rose." That was imprudent. 
nous to Austin. · Soon the sweet wild rose will "blow," 
Chicken : Ra1·a avis; its ·an~tomy is and then she'll wish she had kept her 
bones, gutta-percha, and steel spring!", secret. 
hence often called "spring chicken." The eight-oared Yale-Harvard rnce at 
"The young ones are found only in fresh New London was the best on record. 
eggs." Yale was the victor. Time, 20, 21¼ for 
Fly: See rice pudding. four miles'. 
Lying: A popular diversion. A Buffalo teacher was being examined 
Milk : A liquid used in making milk- by the school board Among the ques-
punch. A chemical compound of creta tions asked was this : 
prepamta and aqua pui-a. The genuine "Do you think the world is round or 
article has drift-wood in it. flat? " 
Musq uito : A nocturnal musical in- "Well," said the teacher, as he scratch-
strument, provided with a hand-drill und ed his head in deep thought, "some peo-
suction pump. Used by lnucllor<ls to ple think one way and some another, and 
bite their boarders with. I'll teach round or flat,just as the parents 
Policeman: Invisible blue. please."-Eli Perlcins. 
Straw: A hollow thing with u drink Education has manifestly a double 
at o 1e end and a man at the other. purpose-to aid the individual in gaining 
Street-car : A conveyance that h~s a living, an<l to make his life worth liv-
eithcr just passed, or is not going up your ing.-Geo1'ge Howland. 
way. Out of the 792,444 words composing 
Villain: Tbe boarder just ahead of the revised Bible 721,672 are the same 
you who gets all the sliced eggs off of the as found in the revised edition issued in 
top of the potato salad; and takes the 1611. Only nine per cent.-70,772-
gizzards of all the fowls unto himself. h:ffc been changed; 65,508 ha,·e been 
excluded. 
The new Williams gymn:isium is one 
uf the finest in the country. It is of gray 
In the twelve southern States the num-
ber of children attending school in 1880 
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was 1,439,096, and iu this year is 1,83~,-
842. During the same periorl the yearly 
appropriations for t!,le support uf schools 
has increased from '$6,415,797 to $10,-
389,544. The inrrease in attendanre is 
25 per cent., and in appropriation 62 per 
ceut.,-a very good showing for six years. 
"Get there, Eli!" The by-word "Get 
there, Eli," originated with Eli Perkins. 
His frantic trips through ice and snow and 
flood, often tearing the whole length of a 
State on a special train to fill a lecture · 
engagement, suggested to the boys the ex-
pression. 
,Yhen a man loses his false teeth, could 
it be called a gum drop? 
Adolphus married Caroline. Adol-
phus is a nouu, because it is the name 
of a thing. Married i_s a conjunction, 
bemuse it joins Adolphus to Caroline. 
Caroline is a verb, because it governs the 
noun. 
One ·of the darkey waiters at an Ala-
bama college is a noted hypocrite. He 
was taken to task lately by the students 
fot· some shortcoming, and in the course 
of the examination one of them asked, 
'.' Why, Sam, what are you going to do 
when you die and go to hell?" "What 
I does now, sah. Wait on the students," 
he replied naively. 
At the last meeting of the Lime Kiln 
Club the Committee on the Sciences 
unanimously recommended such a change 
in the planetary system as would result 
in more moonlight nights. The recom-
mendation was adopted, and the club will 
see that the change is made. 
One hundred thousand persons, includ-
ing eight hundred .Japanese, are pursu-
ing the Chautauqua course.-Ex. 
"\Ve learn from good · authority that in 
the United States every 200th man takes 
a col!t-ge course; in Germany, ernry 
213th; iu England, e\·ery 500th ; nnd in 
Scotland, every 615th.-Ex. 
There ara sixty thousand volumes in 
the Boston State Library, aud not one 
novel among them. 
The sharp statistician of Public Opin-
iou has discovered that in this country 
the distinctively scil'ntific sehools mnn-
ber 92; manual schools, 255; medi<"al 
colleges, 145; institutions for the higher 
eclueation of women, 236; law schools, 
57. There are 370 universities and col-
leges iu the United States, with 65,522 
students in attendance. 
Junior (aeks professor a ,·ery profound 
question). Prof.: "Mr. W., a fool can 
ask a question that two wise men could 
not answer." Junior: "Thrn::: suppose 
that's why so many of us flunk."-Ex. 
A German went into a restaurant, and 
as he took his seat., an Irish waite1· came 
up and bowed politely. " Wie geht's r" 
said the German, also bowing politely. 
"Wheat cairns!" shouted the waiter, 
mistaking the salutation for an order. 
"Nein, nein !" said the German. "Xine !" 
said the waiter, "You'll be lucky if you 
get three." 
GooD VocAL METH0D . .:......An attachee 
of this office recently heard a skilled 
vocalist sing "Wait Till the Clouds Roll 
By." She rendered it: 
"Wah tab the claw raw baw, Jawy, 
\Vah taw the claw raw baw, 
Jawy, maw aw traw law wah, 
,vaw taw the claw raw baw." 
And then she smiled so sweetly and 
broadly over the well-merited applause 
that the comers of her mouth had~cia-
ble on ~e baclr of her head. 
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"~I. Brea!, u French writer on educa-
tional snl(iects, remarks in his essay on 
the method ofacquiring foreign languages, 
that when a person goes to a foreign 
country to h•arn the language, he rarely 
succeeds; but if he goes to pursue soinc 
particular profession or business he learns 
the language rapidly and thoroughly-
first the language of that business, the11 
the language of ordinary intercourse, and 
s > on, step by step, in the order of nature. 
Thuf' it is the natural method that pr.e-
rnib."-Sci ent·ijic Monthly. 
We ha,·e reproduced the above chiefly 
because these facts of practical experience 
coincicle so completely with the theory of 
the Professor of l\for!ern Langunges at 
this institution. 
He proceeds on the principle that all 
his pupil.~ are babies, as regards their 
knowledge of French and German at 
least, and teaches them first the words 
needed in the class-room, then those 
needed in ordinary conversation, and after-
warns introduces them to the higher 
cbssics; and thus in the highest degree ' 
combines pleasure and profit. At least 
so think the students, and we think re-
sults have hitherto verified theit- opin-
ions. - -ED. 
THE IKDUX E~fPIRE.-There are 
fow who adequately realize the vastness 
of the British dominion in the East. The 
total pop.nlution is about 250,000,000, ,of 
which nt least 180,000,000 are under the 
direct government of the Crown, while 
the remainder, nominally under inde-
pendent sovereigns, are yet practically un- · 
der British control. A traveller arriv-
ing at Kurrachi, the proposed terminus 
of the mail route by sea or lan<l from 
Europe, would take four days, travelling 
by railway at an average speed of twenty 
miles an hom day and night, to reach 
Calcutta. The railway journey now 
from Bombay to C11lcutta occupies two 
days and three nigh ts. The use of the 
English language is rapidly increasing 
all over India. 
The matriculation examination of the 
Indian universities is in English, !IO 
that every candidate must be able to read 
that language, and thonsands of young 
men every year appear at these examina-
tions. It is becoming the linguajl'anca 
of the educated class all over the country, 
and it must be used more ;md more i,n 
schools, colleges, courts of justice and all 
public affairs, so as to be ' the supreme 
tongue, to which all the native languag~s 
and dialects must be secondary. So far 
as the press is concerned, the demand 
for English books will be enormous at 
no distant period,-Leisul'e Hour. 
'THE " ·NoBLE FOREHEAD" FAL-
LACY.-It is popularly supposed that the 
high forehead is essential to a good brain, 
anLl intellectual supe1·iority is usually as-
sociated with the conception of a "two-
storied brow." Dr. William H. Mays 
ably combats this idea in th1: Western, 
Lancet. He says : 
" The size of the forehead depends 
much on the line of growth of the hair 
that limits it. A man may have ,vhat is 
called a low forehea1l; but if the hair 
conl<l be removeJ to the height of four or 
five .inches, the same individual would 
present as fine a specimen of the tradi-
tional ' noble forehead ' as could be 
wished, a perfect 'dome of tb~night,' 
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particularly if the frontal sinuses hap- ' 
pened to be large or protuberant. Again, ' 
a. low forehead has ever been held a sign ' 
of brauts in woman, and has cert::iinh• 
never been reganled as an impeachment 
of her mental capacit_\'. The truth is, the 
front p:ut of the brain has vrry little to 
<lo with the intellectual process. It is 
the posterior lobes of the hraiu with 
which the highc,r faculties l)f the min<l 
are associated. Gower assigns to the 
frontal lobes, excepting their lower and 
hinder portion,:, a negative position as 
rcg:mls psychical importance. Only man 
possesses posterior or occipital lobes; 
they are the lutest achievements in the 
long • line of ('erebral cle,·elopment. In 
the higher apes they mny be found in u 
,·er.y ruclimentary condition; the lower 
mammals possess frontal or anterior 
lobes 0111)'. In the lower savages, an<l in 
con;.:enital idiots, the occ:ipitul lobes are 
olten ill-de,·eloped, approac:hing the brute 
t_,·pe, giving a flattened appearance to the 
liac:k of the hPacl. In the Stoc:kton Asr-
lum are several interesting idiots, so~e 1 
of whom, while possessing quite respecta-
ble foreheads, show a striking deficiency 
of hack head. The neck and back of the 
head are in one li1w, and it is worth re-
marking what a foolish appearance such 
a contoul' gi,·es an individual. When 
you see a lack of the rounded sweep or 
proj!:'ction of the back of the head abo,·c 
the neck, yon will fine! with it a low 
order of intellect. The iclea that a high 
forehead is, taken alone, the index of 
mental superiority is as baseless as any 
of the exploded propositions of phreno-
logy, with which pHe11clo-seience it de-
ser\'cS to be classed." 
Lo~mox LEADS THE \Y ORLD. - Lon-
don, with the single exception, pos-
sibly, of Rome, is the only capital in Eu-
rope where the festivities of a coU!'t are 
to be enjoyed. Berlin was never very 
gay, and now that the Emperor and Em-
_press have becom!! so very old the social 
elements of court lif~ have become ex-
tremely primiti ,·e as well as furmal aud 
restricted. The haughty aristocracy of 
Vienna cledine to recei,·e at their enter-
tainments any foreigner below the rank 
of a prince, e,·en the attaches of the dif-
ferent legations having but a dismal time 
of it. Sinc:e France became a republic 
the social prestige of Pari;; has wholly 
vanished. 
Spain and Portugal nre too far out of 
the beaten track, and especially the latter, 
and the stiff etiquette pei·va<ling at both 
courts renders them anything but popu-
lar. Since King Humbert ascended the 
throne of Italy he ancl his fair wife have 
done much to make Rome a brilliant and 
attractive social center. But it is now an 
undoubted fact that Loudon, during the 
season, has taken the place which was oc-
cupied under the second empire by Paris 
in the afi'ections of society lovers on both 
sides of the Atlantic. 
A Cumous BooK.-The most curious 
book in the world is one that is neither 
written nor printed. E,·c1·y lette1· of the 
text is cut into the leaf, and as the alter-
nate leaves are of blue paper, it is as 
easily rnacl as the !,est print. The labor 
required and the patience necessary to cut 
each letter may be imagined. The work 
is so perfect that it seems as though done 
by machinery, but every .characte1· wa3 
ma:le b~ hand. The book is entitled: 
"The Passion of Chrii:it," and is now in 
a museum in France.-Ex. 
A SwEEl' PosY. -- Take two moss 
rosebuds, half open, a spray of rosemary, 
and half a dozen of the flower heads of 
lavenuer, to which add a cluster or two 
of mignonette, three old clove carnations, 
a small bunch of white jasmine, and a fow 
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lea\·es of the sweet sr.ente1l nrbena I Alleghanies, near Cresson Springs, a 
(A loysia dtl'iodora). If to the above house, or castle, which will cost $1,000,-
you add a half opcnecl old 'p rO\·ence or I 000. The entire ,\'alls will be built up 
cabbage rcn,e, so much the better; and altogether of thP. tindressed surface stone, 
the resu lt will be a swee t posy that a 
duche ss might lik e to ha, ·e neat· her, and 
whil'h, if tastefully put together, will de-
light the eyes as well as the nose. This 
sort of sweet posy was far more common 
• in the days of our great-grandmothers 
than · now. You will notice how carefu1 
the late R. Caldecott was to gh·e hi8 
s,ree test of ear ly eighteenth century maids 
a dainty little posy to :miff at as they 
cross th eir tiny feet and sit demurely in 
the fine old Chippendale chairs he must 
lul\·e liked, or he would not have drawn 
them so well. 
CARNEGIE'S CASTLE.-Andrew Car-
negie is building on the s ummit of the 
which is to be found on the place, and 
they are not to show in any place a single 
mi;i.rk of the chi,el or hammer. l\fr. Car-
negie's orllers are positive on this point, 
he having expressed a wish to ha ye-as far 
as possible even the moss on the rocks 
used in the walls undisturbed. 
Flower in t.he crannied wall, 
I pluck you out of the crannies :-
Hold you here, root and all, in my 
hand. 
Little flower-hut if I could under-
stand 
What you are, root and all, and all iu 
all, 
I sho11 Id know what Goel and man is. 
[ Tenny,ron. 
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